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ABSTRACT

It is inherent in the nature of society that some individuals should be 

placed in a position of authority over others. Do the leaders have "something in 

com m onor is it merely an "accident" that one individual rises to power rather 

than another? Answers to this question have clustered around two main hypotheses: 

one, the "Great Man Theory," is an explanation of the leader as a "superior" 

individual, having greater insight, intelligence, self-confidence, etc.; the 

"Situation Theory" is an approach which views the situation, itself, as a 

mechanism which acts to select those best qualified by training and experience to 

lead. Recently there has been growing recognition of the significance of 

irrelevant social factors, such as an individual's generalized status. H. G . Barnett 

advances the view that the native "Messiah" is usually of low status.

This paper is a study of the life histories of three individuals of the 

nineteenth century who emerged as charismatic religious leaders in several 

American Indian tribes. Attention has been given to the cultural backgrounds of 

the "Messiahs" and the similarities of the situations to which they were responding. 

The purpose of the study is to test the above hypotheses, and particularly to attempt 

to isolate social factors which may exercise control over selection of the particular 

individual. The investigation reveals a number of parallels: that the "Messiahs" 

were better educated than most members of their tribes, had had previous experience 

as religious leaders, arose from prominent families, and that their status before the 

commencement of their missions had been relatively high, not low.
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INTRODUCTION

If "history is a laboratory," it is a laboratory in which experimentation 

is not possible. A characteristic feature of laboratory experimentation is that all 

variables are held constant except those under investigation. It is this absence of 

the control of variables, plus the lack of refined techniques for the measurement of 

social phenomena, which are the principal barriers to the formulation of laws in 

anthropology and other social sciences.

However, as a substitute for experimentation, it is sometimes possible 

for the anthropologist to approximate laboratory control of the variables by the 

comparison of the subject of his problem in two or more groups similar or identical 

in many respects, thus reducing the number of elements necessary to be considered 

in his analysis. Such comparative studies may isolate common elements and 

patterns of recurring variables from the multiplicity of factors involved in human 

interaction.

Method of Research

This paper is an application of the comparative technique to the study 

of the innovators of native millennial religious cults of North America.

The subjects selected for study were chosen primarily because their life 

histories are comparatively well documented. Although numerous such cults have 

been observed and recorded, few data are available concerning the leaders them

selves, apart from their teachings.
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The case histories of these religious innovators have been presented in 

as great detail as possible for purposes of comparison. However, the research for 

this thesis is entirely bibliographic, since the cults no longer exist, and the author 

is necessarily limited to the often fragmentary information provided in historical 

records.

While it is not possible in an ex post facto experiment to match exactly 

the circumstances under which the Messiahs have arisen, they are essentially alike 

in at least two respects, and these will function as constants: the groups studied 

are all primitive, and they were all subject to a similar crisis situation immed

iately preceding the emergence of the Messiah.

First, the groups from which the Messiahs arose are all "primitive" —  

i . e . ,  without writing, cities, or other characteristics of civilization. They are 

not state societies. All cultures normally present certain universal characteristics 

which have been investigated by many anthropologists. In brief, it may be said 

that any non I Iterate culture is a relatively homogeneous way of life . More than 

a social structure, it is a system of values from which the individual members 

derive their attitudes and outlook, a unifying philosophy based on supernatural 

premises. Among non I iterate societies, especially, this unifying philosophy is 

founded on a religious or spiritual order which integrates the life of the society 

with the divine powers on which human life depends for its existence. Therefore, 

the way of life of that society has about it a supernatural quality. Its members 

feel they are in rapport with the divine plan of the universe and receive divine



guidance and support. In the words of Kluckhohn,

The universality of religion (in the broadest sense) suggests that it 
corresponds to some deep and probably inescapable human needs.. .
There is the need for a moral order. Human life is necessarily a 
moral life precisely because it is a social life, and in the case of 
the human animal the minimum requirements for predictability of 
social behavior that will ensure some stability and continuity are 
not taken care of automatically by biologically inherited instincts, 
as is the case with the bees and the ants. Hence there must be 
generally accepted standards of conduct, and these values are 
more compelling if they are invested with divine authority and 
continually symbolized in rites that appeal to the senses.
(Kluckhohn 1965 : xi)

Secondly, the crisis situation is essentially the same: contact and 

conflict with the expanding White, Christian civilization of the nineteenth 

century United States. Numerous observers of preliterate societies in the 

eighteenth, nineteenth, and twentieth centuries have reported the emergence of 

revivalistic native religious cults following intensive native-White contact. In 

distribution revivalistic cults are world-wide, in content they are remarkably 

similar. All express a desire to return to a golden age of the past; all embody a 

belief in the return of the dead; of an end to sickness and death; of eternal youth 

of final victory over the invader. Although revivalistic in nature, they 

incorporate a number of Christian elements. Typically they have been led by a 

self-appointed Messiah or prophet who proclaimed that if his followers accepted 

the doctrines he preached and practiced faithfully the ritual he gave them, their 

dead ancestors would return, game would again become abundant, and the White 

trespassers would be driven from the land.
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In order to understand the prevailing attitude of desperate hopelessness 

that would lead whole tribes to grasp unquestioningly at such a fantastic and 

unrealistic solution to their dilemma, it is necessary to examine briefly the 

conditions generally prevalent just prior to the advent of these movements.

Throughout its history, a common feature of Western civilization has 

been the exploration and colonization of lesser developed lands. This practice 

has been accompanied, of course, by the conquest of the native peoples inhabiting 

these areas. During the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, under the 

pressures of rising populations and rising nationalism, the process of expansion of 

Western civilization became more intense, and exploitation of the conquered 

peoples more ruthless.

Confronted by this invasion of their lands, native peoples everywhere 

frequently reacted by meeting aggression with armed resistance. But everywhere 

it soon bqcame apparent that physical struggle against the invaders was futile. 

Highly organized and armed with superior weapons, the White colonizers were 

able to decimate whole populations and drive the remnants back into the most 

remote and undesirable parts of their territories, or herd them onto small reser

vations and surround them.

Deprived of their lands and livelihood and faced with death from star

vation or the terrible new diseases brought by the invaders, the natives were 

harassed still further by the ubiquitous White missionaries who ridiculed and 

interfered with their traditional religious beliefs and practices and attempted to
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supplant them with Christianity. Although the missionaries were generally un

successful in their efforts to convert the "heathen,11 they did introduce them to the 

main ideas of the Christian faith, which were frequently adopted in distorted form 

by emerging Messiahs.

Statement of the Problem

As previously described, all cultures are structured systems of law and order, 

a hierarchy of roles and statuses. And the members of any society or at least any 

isolated, homogeneous, nonlIterate society, feel that their particular system of 

order is not accidental or arbitrary nor the result of historical circumstances, but 

is the only "natural" way of life and was established by nature's gods. As 

Montagu notes, "In most isolated societies it is a firm tenet of belief that the 

world is animated by some spiritual principle or power.. .The supernatural is 

generally personified in the form of a being or several beings, each with 

particular powers that greatly transcend anything of which man alone is capable." 

(Montagu 1957 : 297) Since the social structure is in such close harmony with 

the supernatural powers, it follows that leaders, whether political or religious, 

who legitimately occupy positions of authority, derive their authority from the 

divine powers which rule the world.

When such a society is invaded by the superior strength of an alien 

society and its leaders are unable to cope with the situation effectively, the 

people fear that their gods have failed them, or that their gods are inferior to the
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gods of the alien invaders, and they therefore lose faith in the human leaders 

who represent their gods. Yet they are unwilling to accept the new culture. A 

new kind of leadership can develop only when the traditional leaders formally or 

unconsciously abdicate their authority, or when faith in the "divine right" of the 

leaders to their positions has been destroyed. The resulting "leveling-down" of 

the people creates a high-opportunity situation favorable to the formation of a 

new herarchy, since a system of stratification, of superordination and subordina

tion, formal or informal, is a universal phenomenon of all cultures, and without 

it grpup life is impossible.

Fear of assault from without and lawless chaos from within drives the 

society to seek a leader whose very dominance is the source of their security. 

During such a period of flux following the collapse of an old order, leadership is 

no longer "ascribed" as Linton phrases it (1936 : 115), but must be "achieved," 

which implies a kind of competition. Theoretically, at least, any individual in 

such a situation may take command if the other members of the society will accept 

him, and it is a premise of this paper that all individuals are motivated in varying 

degrees to attain to leadership.

The purpose of this study is to isolate common elements in the life 

histories of several religious innovators and to determine whether any social 

factors predisposed these individuals to the usurpation of leadership, or gave them 

an advantage over their fellows In the unequal and probably largely unconscious 

power-struggle.
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The research was guided by a hypothesis advanced by Barnett, who

reports that the "prophet" or "Messiah" of a new religion is usually a maladjusted,

discontented individual, a "misfit" in his own culture, viz:

In any given society at a particular time in its history the majority of its 
underprivileged members may, if they are given to reflecting upon it, 
consider their social placement a part of the natural order of things —  
or they may not. But whether the majority are so disposed or not, lone 
misfits are usually found whose smoldering or flickering resentment 
makes them ready for a revolutionary change that would give them the 
advantages that others have and they lack. Among such individuals 
may be found hybrids, orphans, illegitimate children, outcasts, and the 
seventh sons of seventh sons. It has been noted again and again that the 
founders of messianic cults and cognate movements have emerged out of 
social obscurity to proclaim their inspirations. Typically they are men 
of humble origin with undistinguished backgrounds and colorless careers 
until their advent as prophets. It would appear that they are merely 
those few individuals out of the many who, seeking to gain distinction 
by miraculous claims, attract attention and are given serious considera
tion because their promises meet the wishes of men in anxious times.
Their visions, coming when they do, almost inevitably incorporate 
alien elements; their claim of being the Chosen One is a vehicle for 
self-realization, a means of getting attention and perhaps power.
(Barnett 1953 : 403, 406).

Relation to the Larger Problem of Leadership 

The behavior of man is the subject of study of many disciplines, among 

them anthropology, sociology, and psychology, whose interpretations of the same 

phenomena are often conflicting and difficult to fit together into a single, 

integrated theory of behavior.

The dichotomy between personality and culture is an old one and serves 

to distinguish the fields of psychology and anthropology. But it is clear that these 

two dimensions of human life are mutually interdependent and only analytically



separate, and therefore psychology and anthropology are necessarily inter-related 

in the study of culture change, each concerned with one facet of a single whole. 

Particularly in relation to one aspect of this problem, that of motivation, it 

appears that anthropology must borrow from psychology to explain the reasons why 

individuals seek leadership.

In any study of personality-in-culture, one is torn between two 

divergent theories concerning the role of the Individual in culture change, both of 

which appear to have some truth: One view is that the leader, especially the 

innovator of a mass movement, is a dynamic personality who imposes his will upon 

the society and forms and directs social changes arbitrarily and thus determines or 

significantly alters the course of future culture development. The second is that 

the leader is not a free agent leading his people along paths of his own choosing, 

but rather a person of keen insight who senses and expresses the group will; thus it 

is the leader who is led.

It Is immediately apparent that multiple factors are operating. While 

the present study is concerned primarily with the operation of social factors which 

may tend to isolate for leadership a single Individual from the mass of society, it 

is evident that other selective factors favoring that individual cannot be ignored, 

although their consideration here must necessarily be brief and limited in depth; 

Chief among these are psychological factors bearing upon the internal motivations 

of the innovator, and the part played by personality in culture change. These 

secondary problems may be posed in the form of questions for discussion:

8
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1. What is the nature of man, or "human nature"? Are there inborn 

psychological drives that impel some individuals to seek leadership?

2. Does the prophet possess certain qualities of personality — "leader

ship traits" — which set him apart from his followers?

3. Is the prophet an abnormal or mentally aberrant individual?

Psychological Factors

If one accepts the theory of physical anthropology that man is an animal, 

then however one may agree with the anthropologist Kroeber that culture is "super- 

organic," he must concede with the biologist La Barre that it has its animal founda

tions. As La Barre states: "the generic fact of culture ultimately rests upon 

biological traits of the species Homo sapiens. Man's 'human nature' derives from 

the kind of body he has." (La Barre 1954 : x ii). And Carpenter adds, ". ..genetic 

origins of all kinds of human behavior, competitive and cooperative, egoistic and 

altruistic, affinitive and antagonistic, have roots in the pre-human levels of the 

phylogenetic series." (Carpenter 1964 : 393). In order words, what is commonly 

called "human nature" is essentially animal nature, or more specifically, 

mammalian nature.

If we look, then, at the social order of lower animals, we find that a 

constant feature is a power-struggle resulting in an unstable equilibrium of domi

nance relationships. Such systems of ranking are common not only among mammals, 

but are found throughout the animal world. From the pecking order of chickens to 

the dominance-submission hierarchies of primates, the desire to dominate appears
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to be universal among social animals.

Man, too, is a social animal. Everywhere he lives a collective life, 

and human groups, like those of other animals, are systems of super-ordination 

and subordination. Thus, in seeking or maintaining a position of authority and 

power, the human leader may be unconsciously responding to biologically deter

mined needs, to motives that are hidden within himself or the external world:

It is not a question of whether /  an individual's ^/behavior is or is 
not self-interested.. . / the individual _ / must, to a large degree, be 
oriented to the scale of stratification. Thus his motivation almost 
certainly becomes focused to a considerable extent on the attainment 
of "distinction" or recognition by comparison with his fellows. This 
becomes an important symbol, both to himself and others, of the 
success, or lack of success, of his efforts in living up to his own and 
others' expectations.. .with particular reference to self-interest, 
distinction itself in this sense may and often does become an important 
direct goal of action. Thus stratification is one central focus of the 
structuralization of action in social systems (Parsons 1954 : 170).

It is probable that the dominance drive is present to a greater or lesser 

degree in all individuals in a latent state, and that given an opportunity, anyone 

may respond. However, established and functioning human societies are ordinarily 

so arranged that positions of great authority are automatically assigned or ascribed 

on the basis of age, sex, and kinship; or else the conditions for achieving leader

ship are so delimited and formalized that the competition for power and leadership 

is not clearly recognizable.

Personal Gains Derived from Leadership

Dominance is not only a goal in itself, but also a means for securing 

for its holders material possessions and intangible advantages. Even if the leader
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displays no conscious interest in exploiting his "power position, " the "power" 

implications remain.

Students of political science, among them Barrington Moore, advance

the view that the motivation behind the individual's struggle for power is the

desire for tangible personal benefits:

. . .  The quest for power is justified in terms of some larger scheme of 
values. For the early stages of a movement, therefore, it is probably 
always correct to assert that power is an instrumental value, something 
that is sought not in its own right, but to obtain something else. Very 
rapidly, however, power tends to become an ultimate value. The very 
fact that power is such a vital instrument in the pursuit of many other 
values tends to transform it, in the course of its acquisition, from a 
mere instrument to an end in itself. (Moore 1958 : 14-15).

Thus, power positions are vantage positions, accompanied by special 

social prerogatives and privileges as well as material advantages. Leadership 

offers an avenue of personal aggrandizement in the form of recognition and 

prestige (even veneration), a feeling of personal superiority and worth; a direction 

for self-expression, for creativity, satisfaction of biological drives, and an 

opportunity to amass material wealth and possessions. Stanner, in his study of 

culture change in the South Seas, observes: "It is obvious that many private 

purposes are served at the same time as the common purposes. Among the private 

if secondary purposes are motives of revenge, sexual access to women otherwise 

unattainable, malconversion of gifts meant for the spirits, and other rogueries." 

(Stanner 1953 : 63).

A survey of the literature regarding the leaders of nativistic cults 

confirms Stunner's statements. The investigator of cult after cult calls attention
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to this tendency on the part of the innovators to use the cult for purposes of 

personal aggrandizement and financial reward, and this tendency appears to be 

particularly pronounced among the converts and apostles who carry their doctrines 

to other tribes. Mention has been made of the economic benefits which Wovoka, 

the leader of the 1890 Ghost Dance movement, derived from his office. His 

convert, Frank White, who introduced the dance to the Pawnee, sold all 

paraphernalia of the dance, and demanded money for designs he claims to have 

seen in visions and for the privilege of holding dances. He charged $5.00 for a 

small face painting. His followers gave him gifts, money, and pretty girls 

(Lesser 1933: 76). Another of Wovoka's converts, John Wilson (not to be confused 

with Jack Wilson, or Wovoka) later modified thq Peyote cult to collect hundreds 

of dollars. (Stewart 1944:96).

If it is true that there are innate biological and psychological predis

positions in man to seek dominance over his fellows, this, then,would account for 

the willingness of the individual to assume leadership if the opportunity arises.

But as a theory, it does not explain why a particular individual happens to gain 

or occupy a position of leadership.

Moreover, we do not know whether or not a given biological drive 

exists and whether or not that drive is universal or variable in strength. In the 

absence of concrete evidence to the contrary, we must assume that a leadership 

or dominance drive, if if exists, is roughly equivalent in all men, and approxi

mately the same at all times, in all races, under all conditions. But if all are
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equally motivated, motivation obviously is not adequate as an explanation of the 

differential ranking of individuals in a given social system.

Even if we postulate that the drive varies within a population, so that 

individuals would fall along a continuum in strength of the drive, we have no way 

of knowing that our prophets possessed more than the usual measure of the domi

nance drive, and gained their positions because they more actively pursued 

leadership.

For every drive, there may be a number of responses: all men have a 

drive to eat, but what they eat, and when, and how much, differ; all men have 

a sex drive, too, but an individual may almost totally repress or suppress conscious 

expression of that drive throughout his lifetime. The "drive" theory then, may 

explain why Laulewasika was receptive to the role of leader. It does not explain 

why he became the prophet, Tenskwatawa, instead of a war hero like his brother, 

Tecumseh.

Leadership Traits

Culture, however "super-organic" it may be, admittedly is not self- 

animating. It is formed and transmitted and changed by individuals, and many 

have therefore assumed that a knowledge of the processes of culture change 

required a knowledge of the individual, as the mechanism of change. This may be 

pursued through a study of psychology, and early research on leadership utilized 

the psychological or "trait analysis" approach. Studies focused on the personal 

qualities of leaders in an effort to isolate psychological traits or sets of traits
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which distinguish leaders from followers. Some of the characteristics which were 

advanced to explain the ascendancy of the leader are self-confidence, intelli

gence, initiative etc. Analysts of this school of thought presented these char

acteristics as inborn qualities. (See Richardson and Hanawalt 1944: 316; Allport 

1928: 118 -  136). However, it is impossible to discover any person not molded by 

his culture, so that any assumptions as to what the personalities of individuals 

might be without the conditioning of their culture are highly speculative and 

unverifiable, and as such have little  scientific value. And it has been observed 

that the qualities which characterize the leader in one situation do not necessarily 

carry over to other situations: the boss of the work crew and the society leader do 

not present a similar constellation of leadership traits.

Moreover, as analysts such as Murphy point out, a simple trait analysis

of an individual may vary throughout his lifetime; an example of this would be the

remarkable and permanent change in the personality of Tenskwatawa which

followed his conversion. Murphy reports:

It is discovered that leadership takes protean forms, that it is unstable, 
that the qualities necessary at one time are unnecessary at other times, 
that leaders rise and fall as situations change, that the same individual 
alternates between leading and following.. .  Leadership study calls for 
a situational approach; this is fundamentally sociological, not psycho
logical. Leadership does not reside in a person. It is a function of the 
whole situation. ..the  situation is fundamental and in all cases makes 
the leader.. .While leadership, self-confidence, ascendancy, and 
other so-called traits and attitudes apparently carry over from one 
situation to another, it is only because the situations have practically 
identical elements (Murphy 1941: 674-675; see also Reinhardt 1937:
492-500).
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In other words, on analysis of special "leadership" qualities has little  

predictive value, and prediction is one of the chief goals of any science.

"Abnormality" of the Messiah

Barnett is not alone in describing the religious innovator as maladjusted.

In the literature regarding historic native religious movements in all parts of the

world, the observers of cult after cult repeatedly impute psychological abnormality

to the members, and particularly the leaders, referring especially to the frequent

manifestations of trances, spirit-possession, convulsions or "shaking-fits," visions,

"voices,11 and glossolalia or "gift of tongues." For example, F. E. Williams,

speaking of the Taro cult which originated in Papua in the 1920's, writes:

In actual fact it is certain that some individuals are abnormal and 
subject to dissociation and minor seizures. Such cases of abnormality 
are not infrequent.. .  Such men, by reason of their abnormality, 
combined with native gullibility, come to the front in a movement 
like the Taro cult. They are what is roughly termed neurotic, and 
we need not accuse them of pretense in their strange freaks of 
behavior. (Williams 1923 : 54).

Speaking of the African Bantu, the Reverend W. C . Willoughby observed, 

"Prophet appears to be a new name for an ancient African abnormality." 

(Willoughby 1928 :113).

James Mooney writes, "If genius be a form of insanity, as has been 

claimed, intense religious enthusiasm would seem to have a close connection with 

physical as well as mental disease." (Mooney 1896 : 719).

In contrast to the above items, Ruth Benedict has examined the problem 

of a definition of abnormality, and has concluded that there is no absolute
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standard of normality, that abnormality in any culture is simply the failure of an

individual to conform in his behavior to the valued and socially expected norms:

. .  .one of the most striking facts that emerge from a study of widely 
varying cultures is the ease with which our abnormals function in 
other cultures. It does not matter what kind of "abnormality" we 
choose for illustration, those which indicate extreme instability, or 
those which are more in the nature of character traits like sadism or 
delusions of grandeur or of persecution, there are well-defined 
cultures in which these abnormals function at ease and with honor, 
and apparently without danger or difficulty to the society.

The most notorious of these is trance and catalepsy. Even a 
very mild mystic is aberrant in our culture. But most peoples have 
regarded even extreme psychic manifestations not only as normal and 
desirable, but even as characteristic of high valued and gifted 
individuals. This was true even in our own cultural background in 
that period when Catholicism made the ecstatic experience the mark 
of sainthood. (Benedict 1934a : 60)

And again:

I have spoken as if human temperament were fairly constant in the 
world, as if in every society a roughly similar distribution were 
potentially available, and as if the culture selected from these 
according to its traditional patterns and moulded the vast majority 
of individuals into conformity. Trance experience, for example, 
according to this interpretation, is a potentiality of a certain 
number of individuals in any population. When it is honoured and 
rewarded, a considerable proportion will achieve or simulate it, 
but in our civilization where it is a blot on the family escutcheon 
the number will dwindle and those individuals be classified with 
the abnormal. (Ibid 1934b : 233).

Ralph Linton, too, in speaking of shamanistic trance states, notes,

"the individual who shows a capacity for such seizures will be encouraged and 

rewarded by the society. In other words, people who are able to become possessed 

are regarded as a definite social asset.. . "  (Linton 1956 : 123).
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Linton has attempted to distinguish shamanistic.hysteria From "real" 

psychosis, viz:

The hysteric always responds to a greater or lesser degree to external 
dues. For instance, even though he may display violent "catatonic" 
behavior, go rigid, fall, and have convulsions etc ., it is observed 
that the hysteric never hurts himself unless something intervenes 
which he did not expect when he began to "throw the fit ."  In this 
he differs sharply from the real epileptic or psychotic. (Ibid; 107).

All three of the religious innovators of this study exhibited hysteria. 

Mooney writes: "Like Mohammed and Joan of Arc, and like the Shaker prophet 

of Pugent Sound, Smohalla is subject to cataleptic trances, and it is while in this 

unconscious condition that he is believed to receive his revelations." (Mooney 

1896 : 719). And regarding Wovoka: "His frequent trances would indicate also 

that, like so many religious ecstatics, he is subject to cataleptic attacks."

(Ibid: 774). Porcupine, who witnessed one of Wovoka's seizures, described it as 

follows: "That evening we all assembled again to see him depart. When we were 

assembled, he began to sing, and he commenced to tremble all over, violently for 

a while, and then sat down. We danced all that night, the Christ lying down 

beside us apparently dead." (Ibid : 795).

It is interesting to note that in each of the three case histories presented, 

the use of "shaking-fits," cataleptic trances, etc. on the part of the leaders was 

no great novelty to their followers, nor were they unacquainted with "visions" and 

voices from the spirit world. While the Ghost Dance, for example, was spottily 

distributed in North America, its acceptance was more or less limited to certain 

culture areas, such as the Plains, in which individuals had actively sought out
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such experiences long before fhe crisis situation emerged.

Benedict's cultural definition of normality brings us to the point that 

among many North American tribes and, indeed, among peoples all over the world, 

the trance was the hallmark of the shaman or religious leader. In fact, it was 

usually prerequisite to the shaman's office, his investiture into the role of religious 

leader, and proof of his affinity with supernatural forces. In order to attain the 

high office of shaman, one had to produce a trance and, in many cases, to 

manifest such a state periodically to validate his status.

Visions, too, were sought as gifts of the spirit world. Among the Plains 

tribes not only shamans but all men induced visions by means of sleeplessness, 

starvation, thirst, and self-torture.

In view, then, of the value placed on trances and visions, and the 

power and prestige they conferred on the individual, it is less reasonable to 

assume that a weak or unstable person was elevated to the office of religious 

leader because of involuntary seizures or catalepsis, than that an ambitious 

individual seeking a position of dominance should induce such states in himself, 

or pretend to do so, in order to enhance his status.

We must not conclude, however, that any individual who emerges to a 

position of power during a crisis that immobilizes his society is merely an oppor

tunist seeking power solely or even chiefly for purposes of self-glorification and 

personal advantage. We cannot claim that they are all charlatans and hypocrites, 

even when they patently use fraud to convince their followers of their supernatural 

powers; naturally, the masses do not accept claims of supernatural power "unless
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they see signs and wonders, " and therefore, any individual who assumes a position 

of leadership on that basis must of necessity produce miracles.

It may well be that, at the beginning of his career, at least, the 

religious innovator sincerely believes that he has received a call from the spirit 

world to reorganize his disintegrating society and formulate a new strategy for the 

survival of its values. He may be filled with a sense of divine mission, with no 

conscious personal motive, whatever, and yet be compelled to use trickery to 

gain the support of his fellows for the principles he advocates.



TENSKWATAWA OF THE SHAWNEE 

Aboriginal Shawnee Culture

The Shawnee belong to the Algonquian-speaking tribes, extensively 

distributed in the northeast, the Great Lakes region, and along the Atlantic coast. 

When first encountered in 1670, the Shawnee were separated into two groups, one 

in South Carolina, on the Savannah River, the other on the Cumberland River 

between Kentucky and Tennessee. Soon after this time they started migrating 

northward. The southern group began to move into the Ohio River valley about 

1725, and a quarter of a century later were joined by their kindred in the 

northern branch.

Economics

Subsistence was based on maize agriculture, well adapted to the Ohio 

valley, where rainfall is relatively plentiful and dependable, and the soil unusu

ally productive. This was supplemented by seasonal hunting and gathering. Agri

culture was women's work, while hunting was the province of men. Care was 

taken not to slaughter game animals beyond their capacity to replenish their 

numbers so that the supply was held approximately constant. Success in hunting 

was a means of achieving prestige and respect.

Social/Political Organization

The Shawnee tribe was divided into five more or less autonomous bands

20
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or divisions, each division having its own chief, in addition to the tribal chief. The 

divisions were composed of local, semi-permanent villages. Patrilineal, totemic, 

exogamous clans were the basis of kinship and had certain ritualistic functions; but 

the principal social, political, religious, and economic units were the band and the 

village, which was usually composed of several hundred people, and also had its 

own chief.

Social classes as such did not exist, except in the case of peace chief

tainship. There were differences in rank, but these were generally based on 

individual achievement in warfare, hunting, medicine, etc. Trowbridge mentions, 

however, that "the sons of chiefs are treated with more respect than the common 

people". (Trowbridge 1939 : 13). And Driver states:

There were definite differences in rank, but these were not hereditary 
and did not crystallize into social classes. As in all other areas where 
distinctions of rank occurred, the children of distinguished men enjoyed 
certain advantages. Their goals tended to be higher, and their educa
tion in the ways and means of acquiring rank was better . . .  (Driver 
1962 : 401).

Chieftainship was hereditary. Under ordinary circumstances, the 

surviving chiefs would assemble and unanimously recognize a dead chief's son as 

his legal successor, or choose one of the sons, if there were several. Chieftainship 

was concerned with civil government during peacetime, and with rituals and 

ceremonies. Decisions were reached by unanimous consent, after deliberations in 

councils attended only by chiefs and possibly a few prominent old men whom they 

might invite (Trowbridge 1939 : 11, 15). Each Shawnee village had a large council 

house, which was also used for secular dances and for religious ceremonies.
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Warfare

Early accounts describe both Shawnee groups as warlike, and endlessly 

engaged in raiding other tribes. In the Ohio valley, too, they were almost 

constantly at war with the English or Americans.

Parallel to the hereditary village or "peace-chief" organization, there 

was a non-hereditary system of war chiefs for each village and each division. As 

Trowbridge explains:

There are village chiefs & war chiefs. The office of the latter is con
sidered more important & more honorable than the other & is received 
as the reward of great talents, exertion, & bravery. To become an 
accepted War Chief, it is necessary that a man should have led at 
least 4 war parties into the enemies (sic) country successively, that 
he should at each time take one or more scalps & and that he should 
return his followers unhurt to their villages. (Trowbridge 1939: 11-12).

The decision to conduct a raid was made in a joint council of war and 

peace chiefs. When such a decision was reached, the peace chiefs surrendered their 

authority for the duration of the raid.

Warfare was perhaps the principal path to glory and eminence. Scalps 

were taken and exhibited in the council house, prisoners were tortured and burned, 

and warriors were expected and encouraged to boast of their successes in warfare, on 

public occasions.

Religion

Success in war or any other venture, however, was considered to be due 

in large part to the approval and support of supernatural forces or spirits, of whom 

there were many. There was a definite belief in a supreme deity, the Great Spirit,
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known to the Shawnee as Manibozho, who created the world and everything in it, 

including mankind. Coupled with this was a belief in a soul, which separated from 

the body at death and went to live on in a vague spiritual abode of the dead.

Besides the Great Spirit, there were numerous spirits or manitous, who inhabited all 

of nature, and these were very powerful in shaping the destinies of men. To gain 

the aid and goodwill of the spirits, each individual undertook in his youth a pro

longed search for a personal guardian spirit. The quest began in childhood for both 

sexes, but was intensified at puberty for boys, especially. By fasting and other 

means the youth induced a dream or vision of a spirit, which appeared to him in the 

form of an animal and conferred supernatural power upon him. "This was as likely 

to come to a man of low rank as to one of high. This individual religious experience, 

therefore, opened the door of success to all comers.. . "  (Driver 1962:402)

Trowbridge reports:

Their doctors are not members of any society . . .  but adopt the pro
fession in consequence of their early dreams. In these visions their 
tutular god appears to them and informs them that they are to become 
great physicians in their old age, and at the same time gives them a 
knowledge of the principal roots and medicines which are to be used.
These doctors are not numerous. There are generally two in each 
village. They have no general meetings or ceremonies of initiation 
. . .  (Trowbridge 1939 : 36).

O f the vision-quest, Cass writes:

Subsequent events in life are materially affected by this process, and 
vivid impressions are formed, which are never eradicated. This result 
is produced by a system of watching and fasting, rigorous, painful and 
long continued.. .The guardian manitou finally appears in a dream, 
assuming the shape of some animal, and is ever after during life the 
object of adoration. The real or imaginary qualities of this animal 
indicate the character, and the proper business in life of the dreamer.
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If it is an eagle, he must be a warrior; if a wolf, a hunter; and if a 
turkey or buzzard, a prophet or physician (Cass 1826 : 99-100).

The individual dream vision. Cal lender says, "underlies all Algonquian 

ceremonialism (Callender 1962 : 77). Dreams, visions, and trances are ancient 

religious phenomena, associated especially with the practice of shamanism, and 

most generally found in simple, loosely-organized societies. More complex cultures, 

such as those of the woodland tribes, often developed a more formal "priesthood" of 

religious specialists, who qualified for their role on the basis of their formal educa

tion for the office, rather than on personal revelations from the spirits:

Among the Ojibways, Winnebagos, and other tribes in the Great Lakes 
area there developed a Grand Medicine Society, called the Midewiwin, 
with its own lore, grades for initiates, etc. The medicine men were 
diviners of diseases, but curing was the function of shamanistic special
ists who sucked objects out of the body or treated with herbs. These 
lone-wolf curers were often charged with witchcraft by the more highly-- 
organized medicine men. (Underhill 1953 : 126-127).

The Shawnee medicine men, however, lacked such organization, and received no

instruction or special training; consequently, they relied upon direct communication

with the spirit world.

Status of Medicine Men

Medicine men played an important role: they could cure diseases, fore

tell the future, control nature, etc. They had been blessed by their guardian 

manitous with unusual and awesome power, and in consequence of their influence 

with the spirits, were indispensable to the welfare of the community. They accom

panied warriors on raids, and attended the injured on the battlefield. They owned 

sacred packs, used for divination and control of the elements, and to insure success
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in war and hunting, etc. (Each division and each separate village also kept such 

packs, and they were lodged in the council house.) Medicine men were feared as 

well as respected because they were capable of making magic against anyone who 

displeased them: "They believe most implicitly in the existence of wizzards and 

witches among them, even to the present day /  1824_/> and they ascribe to them 

the most astonishing power over the life and happiness of individuals against whom 

they entertain enmity." (Trowbridge 1939 : 43).

History of the Shawnee Prophet Cult

Prevailing Conditions

The Ohio River valley was a major arena in a centuries-long contest 

between the French and the British for world power. The great prize which each 

nation sought here was exclusive possession of the fur trade. War broke out 

between the two nations in 1754. At first the French repulsed every British advance, 

but after years of warfare they were forced to surrender. By the Treaty of Paris 

(1763) which formally ended the war, Britain gained not only the Ohio valley, but 

all of Canada as w ell.

The American colonists, as loyal British subjects, had fought beside 

British soldiers against the French and their Indian allies, expecting as their reward, 

permission to settle the rich Ohio valley. At war's end, Britain seized the territory 

west of the Alleghenies, declared it to be an Indian reservation under the protection 

of the crown, and forbade White settlement. By this act the British gained the 

allegiance of the Indians who were at this time practically the sole occupants of the
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Ohio valley, except for a few scattered settlers and traders. White hunters, however, 

frequently invaded Indian country, and incidents between the races became more 

numerous.

In an effort to halt further encroachments, a great Shawnee Chief, 

Cornstalk, consolidated the tribes of the region in a confederation similar to that of 

an earlier Ottawa chief, Pontiac. But in October,!774, an expedition of 3000 

frontiersmen commanded by Governor Dunmore of Virginia met Cornstalk and 2000 

warriors at Point Pleasant, West Virginia. The battle ended in a decisive victory 

for the Americans, and Cornstalk was forced to cede the hunting grounds south of 

the Ohio.

By the Treaty of 1783, ending the Revolutionary War, the western 

boundary of the United States was set at the Mississippi River. Almost immediately 

the new nation established the Northwest Territory, coinciding with the area now 

included in the states of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, and that 

portion of Minnesota east of the Mississippi River. A new ordinance provided for 

the survey and sale of public lands, and a flood of White settlers poured into the 

area.

In 1800 the Ohio River was regarded as the frontier line, ineffectively 

separating the White and red races. Raids and retaliatory raids along that line were 

common, inflamed by the whiskey peddled by White traders. In that year the 

Territory was divided by a line running north of the Kentucky and Ohio Rivers, 

into the Indiana Territory west of that line, and the state of Ohio (1803) on the 

east. William Henry Harrison was appointed governor of the Indiana Territory.
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Immediately he began a series of treaties with the chiefs of individual tribes in the 

territory, resulting in the cession, by 1805, of an additional 46,000 square miles to 

the United States government (Gipson 1938 : 16).

Although committed to a policy of Indian removal. Governor Harrison 

was no Indian hater, and expressed his concern for their condition in numerous 

letters to the Secretary of War, the Indiana Territorial legislature, etc. The 

following excerpts are from the Governor's message to the Secretary of War,

July 15, 1801:

/"The chiefs^ make heavy complaints of ill treatment on the part of 
our Citizens. They say that their people have been killed— their 
lands settled on — their game wantonly destroyed— & their young men 
made drunk & cheated of the peltries which formerly procured them 
necessary articles of cloathing, arms and amunition to hunt with. O f 
the truth of all these charges I am well convinced.. .

Thousands of the wild animals from which the Indians derive their 
subsistence have been destroyed by the white people. They complain 
in their speeches to me that many parts of their country which abounded 
with game when the general peace was made in 1795 now scarcely 
contains a sufficiency to give food to the fiew (sic) Indians who pass 
through there. The people of Kentucky living on the Ohio from the 
mouth of the Kentucky river down the Mississippi make a constant 
practice of crossing over on the Indian lands opposite to them every 
fall to kill deer, bear, and buffaloe — the latter from being a great 
abundance a few years ago is now scarcely to be met with, in that 
whole extent. One white hunter will destroy more game than five 
of the common Indians.. .

The Indian chiefs complain heavily of the mischiefs produced by the 
enormous quantity of whiskey which the traders introduce into their country.
I do hot believe there are more than six hundred warriors upon this River 
(the Wabash) and yet the quantity of whiskey brought here annually for 
their use is said to amount to at least six thousand gallons (Esary 1922 I:
25, 27, 29).
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In an address to the Indiana legislature, July 29, 1905, Harrison again condemned 

the traffic in liquor:

So destructive has the progress of intemperance been among them /The 
Indians , that whole villages have been swept away. A miserable 
remnanfls all that remains to mark the names and situation of many 
numerous and warlike tribes. In the energetic language of one of their 
orators, it is a dreadful conflagration, which spreads misery and deso
lation through their country and threatens the annihilation of the whole 
race. (Esary 1922 1 ; 154). /""Disease, as well as liquor, accounted 
for the depopulation noted by Harrison. /

To the legislature also, on November 3, 1806, Harrison charged that the territorial 

government offered the Indians no protection against the unscrupulous frontiersman 

who robbed and murdered Indians: "The laws of the territory provide also the same 

punishment for offences committed against Indians as against white men. Experience, 

however, shows that there is a wide difference in the execution of those laws. The 

Indian always suffers, and the white man never." (Esary 1922 I : 199).

However, Harrison's own aggressive land-buying practices, as much as 

any of the demoralizing conditions about which he protested, were responsible for 

bringing about the hostility of the Indians, and their tragic uprisings during the 

War of 1812.

Treaties began with the Indians of the Ohio valley in 1775 when, as 

mentioned previously. Chief Cornstalk was forced to cede a large tract of land, 

including Kentucky, the favorite Shawnee hunting ground. Thereafter, treaties 

were made with the village or "peace" chiefs of individual tribes and contested 

afterwards by other tribes in the territory. The warlike Shawnee especially resisted 

this piece-meal diminution of Indian lands. To secure a general peace, an armed
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expedition was sent under General Anthony Wayne, who defeated the Indians and 

concluded with all the assembled chiefs the Treaty of Greenville, by which the 

chiefs surrendered still more land. The Indians assumed that, since the new bound

aries had been agreed upon by all the tribes, the land remaining to them, at least, 

would be theirs for all time. But Governor Harrison continued the old policy of 

buying land from individual tribes for the purpose of opening these to White settle

ment. Moreover, some of the chiefs complained in an official statement to Indian 

Agent William Wells at Fort Wayne, April 5, 1805, that Harrison had defrauded 

them of their lands by exploiting their illiteracy and inducing them to sign treaties 

under false pretenses. (Esary 1922 I : 121-122).

It was in response to this situation that Tenskwatawa, commonly known 

as "the Shawnee Prophet, " initiated a religous reformation, and with the aid of his 

brother, the great Tecgmseh, undertook to rally the central, western, and southr 

eastern tribes and confederate them in a great uprising movement against the relent

lessly advancing White civilization.

Origins of the Cult

Jesuit missionaries preceded by more than half a century the arrival of 

the Shawnees in the Ohio River valley. Between 1670 and 1680 the Frenchmen 

LaSalle and Father Hennepin explored the Ohio to its mouth, and in 1675, Father 

Marquette was preaching to thousands of Indians on the nearby Illinois River. Even 

earlier, the Jesuits had contacted the Wyandots along Lake Erie — their arrival 

coinciding with an epidemic of smallpox.
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Protestant missionaries of a German sect known as the Moravians were 

also active along the Ohio at an early date. The first missionary of this faith, 

Frederick Post, arrived in 1758. The mission towns of Schonbrunn and Gnadenhutten. 

were established in 1772, and Lichtenav in 1776. The rules of the Moravian congre

gation included abstention from idolatory, witchcraft, incontenency, polygamy and 

polyandry, thieving, murder, drunkenness, lying, and idleness. The Moravians 

were unusually successful until 1782, when the unarmed Christian Indians at 

Gnadenhutten were massacred by the American Colonel David Williamson, because 

of an unfounded suspicion that Indians in this town were responsible for the murder 

of a local White family. The Moravians continued their efforts and established a new 

mission, on the White River, not far from the Prophet's town, but growing Indian 

hostility caused the mission to close five years later. •

At the turn of the nineteenth century, following the "Great Kentucky 

Revival" of Cumberland County, the Ohio region was caught in a cross-fire of 

Protestant sects, competing with each other and with the Catholic faith for the 

souls of the "heathen." A Methodist minister preached in the Scioto valley 

(birthplace of Tecumseh) in 1800; disciples of the "New Lights," a Shaker-like sect 

established by participants of the Kentucky Revival, repeatedly sent expeditions to 

the Indians; and a Shaker mission. Union V illage, was established in Warren County, 

Ohio in 1805. Tenets of the Shaker sect included the following: that God is dual, 

male and female; that chastity is a higher and holier state than marriage, and that 

sexual intercourse, except for reproduction, is evil; that dancing and marching are 

acceptable forms of worship; that property should be held in common; and that sins
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should be confessed orally, before witnesses (Mac Lean 1901 : 72-74).

For fifty years preceding the emergence of the prophet Tenskwatawa, a 

rash of native cults had also arisen in the region of the Great Lakes, namely among 

the Delawares, who had suffered greatly at the hands of the Iroquois and had been 

driven into the Ohio valley with their kinsmen, the Shawnees.

The most famous of these cults was that of the "unknown Delaware

Prophet" who began preaching about 1762 among the Delawares along the Muskingum

River. Practically nothing is known of the prophet's personal life, but his doctrines

have been preserved. The prophet one day declared that he had visited the Great

Spirit in heaven, and had been sent back to Earth with a message to all Indians that

the Great Spirit was displeased with their tribal wars, their polygamy, their use of

liquor,and their practice of witchcraft. The prophet formed an alliance with Pontiac,

the despotic chief of the Ottawas, who used the religious ferment excited by the

prophet to forge the Great Lakes tribes into a confederation, for the purpose of

expelling the English. Pontiac himself gave this account of the message given to

the Delaware prophet by the Master of Life:

I am the Maker of heaven and earth, the trees, lakes, rivers, and all 
things else. I am the Maker of mankind; and because I love you, 
you must do my w ill. The land on which you live I have made for you, 
and not for others. Why do you suffer the white men to dwell among 
you? My children, you have forgotten the customs and traditions of 
your forefathers. Why do you not clothe yourselves in skins as they 
did, and use the bows and arrows, and the stone-pointed lances, 
which they used? You have bought guns, knives, kettles, and blankets, 
from the white men, until you can no longer do without them; and 
what is worse, you have drunk the poison fire-water, which turns you 
into fools. Fling all these things away; live as your wise forefathers 
lived before you. And as for these English— these dogs dressed in red, 
who have come to rob you of your hunting-grounds, and drive away the
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game,— you must lift the hatchet against them. Wipe them from the 
face of the earth, and then you will win my favor back again, and 
once more be happy and prosperous. (Parkman 1874 : 206-207; see 
also Macleod 1928 : 514 and Schoolcraft 1851-1857 II : 245-246).

Heckewelder states that this prophet drew maps on deer skin, showing the 

avenue to heaven, and sold them to his followers for one buck-skin or two doe-skins 

(Heckewelder 1876 : 293).

Although Pontiac came close to achieving his objective, he was finally 

defeated, and the influence of this prophet waned. But another prophet, Wangomend 

of the Monsey, or Muncie, Tribe, began to preach in the year 1766. He, too, 

announced that he had visited heaven, and preached against the evils of liquor.

And when his followers grew indifferent to his harangue he began to preach against 

witchcraft and sorcery. In 1775 he traveled to the Muskingum to bring the matter 

before the Delaware Council. At first the chiefs agreed to put to death all witches 

and sorcerers, but when the prophet's list of such individuals grew to considerable 

length, the chiefs cooled to the idea, and Wangomend went back to preaching 

against the evils of alcohol (Ibid 1876 : 293-295).

In the diary of the Moravian hissionaries, an entry dated October 24,1803 

informs us that the Delaware chiefs were "in great doubt" about accepting Christian

ity, because of the recent vision of an old Delaware woman. According to the 

account, an Indian suddenly appeared to the old woman on the chase and told her:

I am your grandfather and am come to tell you something. You notice 
that the deer and bear and other wild game are constantly growing more 
scarce. This is your own fault, because you give heed to what the white 
people tell you and imitate them and keep horses, cows, hogs, and 
clothe yourselves with the material that the white people bring you.
You are not to live that way. You are to live again as you lived before
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the white people came into this land. You are to dress in skins and; 
everything that you have from the white people you must put away, 
and the cattle must be killed. In that event, you will have wild 
game enough, and the deer will come in front of your huts. At 
present the deer are under the earth. If you do what I tell you, 
they will once more come o u t.. .  (Gipson 1938 : 262).

Doctrines

The new religion was warlike in time; although Tenskwatawa insisted 

that it was a gospel of peace, it was used by Tecumseh as a frankly racial call to 

arms, with the full knowledge and implicit consent of the Prophet. One of the 

main tenets was rejection of all treaties having to do with the sale of land, on the 

grounds that the Great Spirit had created this "island" to be the common property 

of the Indians as a race, and that no single tribe held exclusive title to that portion 

of the continent it happened to occupy; therefore no tribe could validly sell its 

land, except with the consent of all Indians. This article of faith was taken up by 

Tecumseh as the justification for armed resistance to Indian removal. In a visit to 

Governor Harrison in 1808 the Prophet himself explained his doctrines, saying that 

he had "no other intention but to introduce among the Indians those good principles 

of religion which the white people profess, " and emphasizing the peaceful nature 

of his mission:

I also heard that you wanted to know, my father, whether I was God or 
man.. .The Great Spirit told me to tell the Indians, that he had made 
them and the world— that he had placed them on it to do good, and 
not ev il. I told all the red skins that the way they were in was not 
good, and that they ought to abandon it. That we ought to consider 
ourselves as one man, but we ought to live agreeable to our several 
customs, the red people after their mode and the white people after 
theirs; particularly that they should not drink whiskey, that it was not 
made for them, but the white people, who alone know how to use it;
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and that it is the cause of all the mischiefs which the Indians suffer; 
and that they must always follow the directions of the Great Spirit 
and we must listen to him, as it was he that has made us.

Determine to listen to nothing that is bad. Do not take up the 
tomahawk, should it be offered by the British, or by the long knives.
Do not meddle with anything that does not belong to you, but mind 
your own business, and cultivate the ground, that your women and 
your children may have enough to live on. I now inform you that it 
is our intention to live in peace with our father and his people for 
ever.. .

Brother, I speak to you as a warrior. You are one. But let us 
lay aside this character, and attend to the care of our children, 
that they may live in comfort and peace. We desire that you will 
join us for the preservation of both red and white people (Esary 
1922 I : 299-300).

The prophet was reported as telling his own people, however, that within a few

years the Great Spirit would destroy every White man in America.

/^The Prophet"/ declaimed against witchcraft, which many of the 
Indians practised and still more believed. He pronounced that these 
who continued bewitched, or exerted their arts on others, would 
never go to heaven nor see the Great Spirit. He next took up the 
subject of drunkenness, against which he harangued with great force, 
and, as appeared subsequently, with much success. He told them that 
since he had become a prophet, he went up into the clouds; that the 
first place he came to was the Dwelling of the Devil, and that all who 
died drunkards were there, with flames issuing out of their mouths. He 
acknowledged that he had himself been a drunkard, but that this awful 
scene had reformed him. Such was the effect of his preaching against 
this pernicious vice, that many of his followers became alarmed, and 
ceased to drink the "fire-water, " a name by which whiskey is significantly 
called among the Indians. He likewise declaimed against the custom 
of Indian women intermarrying with white men, and denounced it as 
one of the causes of their unhappiness. Among other doctrines of his 
new code, he insisted on a community of property— a very comfortable 
regulation for those, who like himself, were too indolent to labor for 
the acquisition of it. A rpore salutary and rational precept, and one 
which he enforced with considerable energy, was the duty of the young, 
at all times and under all circumstances, to support, cherish and respect 
the aged and infirm. He declaimed with vehemence against all 
innovations in the original dress and habits of the Indians— dwelt upon
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the high claims of the Shawnees to superiority over other tribes, and 
promised to all his followers, who would believe his doctrines and 
practice his precepts, the comforts and happiness which their fore
fathers enjoyed before they were debased by their connection with 
the whites. And finally proclaimed, with much solemnity, that he 
had received power from the Great Spirit, to cure all diseases, to 
confound his enemies, and stay the arm of death, in sickness, or on 
the battlefield. (Drake 1841 : 87-88).

The diary of the Moravian missionaries at White River (December 3, 1805) makes

this mention of the Prophet's doctrine:

We heard that a Schawano Indian had arisen among the heathen as a 
teacher, and that a large number of Delawares and Schawanos had 
come together in Woapicamikunk to hear what this heathen teacher 
had to say. As usual his teaching consists of all sorts of ancient 
heathenism. In addition, he forbids all coarse sins, and /  Insists /  
that parents should not strike their children. He also urges most 
strongly that the Indians should sacrifice; that they should do away 
with their cattle and keep horses only; that the heathen should shave 
their heads and live as did the Indians in the olden days. He assured 
the Indians that God had shown him the deer were half a tree's length 
under the ground and that these would soon appear again on earth if 
the Indians did what he told them to do, and then there would be an 
abundance of deer once more. He also related in an address that God 
had shown him a crab whose claws were quite full of seaweeds; that the 
spirit had told him, "LookI this crab is from Boston and has brought 
with it something of the land there. If you Indians will do everything 
I tell you I will turn over the land so that the white people are covered 
and you alone shall possess the land." (Gipson 1938 : 392).

Ojibway informants report to William Warren that

In the year 1808.. .messengers, whose faces were painted black, and 
whose actions appeared strange, arrived at the principal villages of 
the Ojibways. In solemn councils they performed certain ceremonies, 
and told that the Great Spirit had at last condescended to hold 
communion with the red race, through the medium of a Shawano prophet, 
and that they had been sent to impart the glad tidings. The Shawano 
sent them word that the Great Spirit was about to take pity on his red 
children, whom he had long forsaken for their wickedness. He bade 
them return to the primitive usages and customs of their ancestors, to 
leave off the use of everything which the evil white race had intro
duced among them. Even the fire-steel must be discarded, and the
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fire made as in ages past, by the friction of two sticks. And this fire, 
once lighted in their principal villages, must always be kept sacred 
and burning. He bade them to discard the use of fire-water — to give 
up lying and stealing and warring with one another.. .He bade the 
medicine men to throw away their evil and poisonous medicines, and 
to forget the songs and ceremonies attached hereto, and he introduced 
new medicines and songs in their place. He prophesied that the day 
was nigh, when, if the red race listened to and obeyed his words, the 
Great Spirit would deliver them from their dependence on the whites, 
and prevent their being finally down-trodden and exterminated by 
them. The prophet invited the Ojibways to come and meet him at 
Detroit, where in person, he would explain to them the revelations 
of the "Great Master of L ife ." He even claimed the power of causing 
the dead to arise, and come again to life. ( Warren 1885 : 321-322).

Rituals

Little has been recorded of this aspect of the religion. As Mooney states:

O f the dances which are a part of every important Indian ceremony, 
the songs which they chanted, the peculiar dress or adornments which 
probably distinguished the believers— of all these we know nothing; 
but we may well surmise that the whole elaborate system of Indian 
mythology and ceremonial was brought into play to give weight to the 
words of the prophet, and enough is known to show that in Its leading 
features the movement closely resembled the modern Ghost dance.
(Mooney 1896 : 675).

The Moravian missionaries mention sacrificial feasts, after which the Prophet's 

followers would "dance for several days and nights, which is the end of their 

so-called religious rites." (Gipson 1938 : 421). Warren mentions that the Ojibway 

also, danced day and night, and Mooney quotes Kendall as stating that they were 

instructed to dance naked, with the warclub in their hands (Mooney 1896 : 677).

In a message to the Secretary of War, dated May 19, 1808, Governor Harrison

writes:
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I have lately conversed with an intelligent man who passed (a few 
weeks ago) through some of the villages of the Potawatimies that are 
under the Prophet's influence. He says that they are constantly 
engaged in what they term religious duties. But that their prayers 
are always succeeded by or intermixed with warlike sports, shooting 
with the bow, throwing the tomahawk, or wielding the war club.
This combination of religious and warlike exercise and the choice 
of weapons of their own manufacture sufficiently indicates the designs 
of their author. (Esary 1922 I : 291).

The movement shows numerous Christian elements; the Prophet himself 

stated that he accepted all the tenets of the Shaker faith except celibacy. David 

McNemar, who visited Tenskwatawa in 1808 as an apostle of the "New Light" 

reported that oral confession of sins before the Prophet and four chiefs was prelimi

nary to conversion. Asked, "How did you learn this? The Roman Catholics confess 

their sins, " the Prophet's followers replied, "Some Wyandots joined the Roman 

Catholics at Detroit, who now believe in our prophet." (MacLean 1903 : 225).

Taking another cue from the Christians, Tenskwatawa sent out mission

aries to distant tribes from Saskatchewan to Florida to spread his gospel. John 

Tanner, a white captive of the Ojibwas, gives a graphic account of the visit of 

such a delegation to his village. The missionaries carried with them a dummy, 

symbol of the Prophet, which they kept covered at all times. They preached to the 

villagers, telling them to dispose of everything that came to them from the Whites, 

to discard their medicine bags; to throw away their flints, and kindle fire the 

Indian way, by rubbing two sticks together; and to keep a sacred fire, which would 

never be allowed to burn out. Those individuals who had been converted, were 

given a string of beans, which were said to have grown out of the Prophet's own 

flesh. These strings were drawn through the hands (a ritual called "shaking hands
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with the Prophet") and supposedly rendered the believer invulnerable to the white 

men's weapons. (Tanner 1830 : 144-146).

Tenskwatawa's revelations were not immediately accepted by a ll. Scoffers 

noted that " . . . h e  would sometimes leave the camp of the Indians, and be gone, no 

one knows whither, for three or four days at a time. On his return he would assert 

that he had been to the spirit land and communed with the master of life . It was, 

however, soon discovered that he only went and hid himself in a hollow oak. . . "  

(Warren 1885 : 323).

Witch-hunt

The Prophet met with serious opposition from many of the old chiefs, and

embarked upon a ruthless reign of terror to rid himself of this opposition. Harrison

remarked to the Secretary of War, "The Prophet contrives to have every Indian put

to death who attempts to open the eyes of their unfortunate countrymen and I am

told that his vengeance has been particularly directed against those whom he

suspects of an attachment to the United States. " (Esary 1922 I : 224). It was also

directed against Christian Indians. In the words of Schoolcraft,

It being essential to his purposes that he, who was the concentrated 
wisdom of the Indian race, should have no rivals, the minor priests 
and powwows became but the retailers of his words and prophecies; 
and, when one was found who disputed his authority, or resisted his 
power, he did not proceed against him in a direct manner, but 
insidiously operated upon the superstitions of the Indian mind. In 
this way, he disposed of Tarhe, the wise and venerable sachem 
king of the Wyandots, who, being accused of witchcraft, was 
condemned to be burnt at the stake. The very knowledge that he 
possessed such an indomitable w ill, increased the fear and respect 
entertained for him by the Indians; which was, however, based on 
an implicit belief in his miraculous powers. (Schoolcraft 1851-1857 V l:353).
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Military Suppression of the Cult

In the spring of 1808, Tecumseh and the Prophet moved their headquarters 

to a new site on Tippecanoe, on one of the tributaries of the Wabash River. Here 

at "the Prophet's Town, " Tenskwatawa drew around him a body of followers from the 

northern tribes, and now began the warlike games and exercises referred to earlier. 

From this base Tecumseh set out to visit all the western and southern tribes, to enlist 

them in a single great confederation of Indian nations capable of driving the White 

men into the sea. The Prophet was often in his brother's party. Catlin mentions 

that he had visited the Mandans and Blackfeet and other tribes as far as the Missouri 

valley. Other informants noted that Tecumseh was accompanied by the Prophet on 

visits to the Osage and the Senecas. The Prophet was able to convert the influential 

Wyandot tribe, and his cult soon extended throughout the Northwest to the farthest 

shores of Lake Superior and down to the tribes of the Southeast as far as Florida. By 

the year 1810 the hostile intentions of the brothers towards the United States was 

clear, and it was known that they were receiving ammunition from the British. In 

November of the following year, while Tecumseh was organizing the Creeks,

Harrison moved with a body of 900 men to the Prophet's town, demanding the dis

persion of warriors collecting there, the surrender of suspected murderers, etc. 

Harrison and his troops camped about three-quarters of a mile from the Prophet's 

town, and before dawn the next morning were attacked by Tenskwatawa and his 

followers. Before the battle, the Prophet had assured his warriors that they would

be protected by the Great Spirit, who would provide light for the Indians, while the 

White men would be enveloped in darkness. Moreover, the Great Spirit would cause
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the White men's bullets to fall at the feet of the Indians. The Prophet himself took 

up a position on a rise overlooking the battleground, chanted a war-song, and 

performed his magic rites. Informed during the combat that his warriors were dying 

under the rain of bullets, he ordered them to continue the attack — it would soon 

be as predicted— and he sang on, more loudly than before. (Drake 1841 : 152).

The defeat of the Indians in this engagement resulted in their disillusion

ment with the Prophet. They accused him of having murdered the warriors who fell 

in battle. The tribes which had joined the confederacy were dismayed; those which 

had remained uncommitted until this time decided against it. The Prophet's power 

was broken forever.

When Tecumseh returned, he is said to have threatened to kill 

Tenskwatawa. He continued his efforts to organize the tribes, but the Battle of 

Tippecanoe had weakened his Grand Confederacy. When war broke out between 

Britain and the United States in 1812, Tecumseh was able to render his British allies 

considerable assistance. He and the British Major General Brock captured Detroit, 

which was surrendered without defense. Tecumseh was also able to summon the 

Creeks into a bloody uprising in the Southeastern United States, but this was put 

down by Andrew Jackson with immense slaughter. Tecumseh himself was defeated 

with his associate, the British General Henry Procter, at the Battle of the Thames, 

October 5, 1813. Tecumseh was killed in this engagement.
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Tenskwotowo, Messiah of the Shawnee Prophet Cult-

Early Life

Little is known of Tenskwatawa, "The Prophet," prior to the beginning of 

his mission. He was born Laulewqsika ("the Loud Voice") in 1775, the fifth son and 

eighth child of a Shawnee father and a Creek mother. He was born shortly after the 

death of his father, Puckeshinwa, a minor war chief, who had fought beside Chief 

Cornstalk at the Battle of Point Pleasant, and was later murdered by White men 

(Drake 1841 : 61). The Prophet told Trowbridge that he was one of a set of triplets, 

the other two having died at birth. (Trowbridge 1939 : 30). The Prophet was not 

noted for truthfulness and this story, like others he told, might be apocryphal. But 

the legend persists; and if true, this fact would have added to the awe he inspired 

in his followers, as multiple births among Indians are rare. Nothing is known of his 

education, his early contacts with Whites, or the extent of his travels in childhood 

or youth. It is known, however, that he did not speak English, even after a 

residence of many years in Canada.

He was distinguished neither as a hunter nor a warrior, and is said to 

have been noted only for his indolence and drunkenness before his great revelation 

in 1805. He was, however, a medicine man, and consequently a man of some 

importance before this event. The fact that he was the son of a war chief and the 

brother of another (Tecumseh) also added to his status.



Beginning of Mission

At the age of 30, while attending the sick during an epidemic,

Laulewasika suddenly fell unconscious and was thought to be dead. When friends

gathered for his funeral) he revived and informed them that he had visited the spirit

world and had viewed heaven. The Great Spirit, the Master of Life, had permitted

him to see all the sins of the past, and also the glorious future that awaited those

Indians who would reform their lives and accept the new religion of salvation which

he, Laulewasika, had carried down to them from the Great Spirit. Benjamin Drake

describes the beginning of the Prophet's mission as follows:

It happened about this time that an old Shawanoe, named Penagashega, 
or the Change of Feathers, who had for some years been engaged in the 
respectable calling of a prophet, fell sick and died. Laulewasikau, who 
had marked the old man's influence with the Indians, adroitly caught up 
the mantle of the dying prophet and assumed his sacred office. He 
changed his name from Laulewasikau, to Tenskwautawau, meaning the 
Open Door, because he undertook to point out to the Indians the new 
modes of life which they should pursue. In the month of November, 
of this year, he assembled a considerable number of Shawanoes, Wydndots, 
Ottaways, and Senecas, at Waponkonatta, on the Auglaize river, when 
he unfolded to them the new character with which he was clothed, and 
made his first public effort in that career of religious imposition, which, 
in a few years, was felt by the remote tribes of the upper lakes, and on 
the broad plains which stretch beyond the Mississippi. At this time, 
nothing, it is believed, was said by him in regard to the grand Confed
eracy of the tribes, 'for the recovery of their lands, which shortly after
wards became an object of ambition with his brother, and in the further
ance of which he successfully exerted his power and influence, as a 
prophet. (Drake 1841 : 86-87).

Overnight, the drunken, dissipated idler, Laulewasika, assumed a completely 

different character, that of the abstemious teetotaler, Tenskwatawa (meaning:

"The Open Door"), charged with energy and purpose. He began to withdraw from 

ordinary activities, and spent his time preaching and dreaming, during which he
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received further revelations. "He affected great sanctity; did not engage in the

secular duties of war or hunting; was seldom in public; devoted most of his time to

fasting, the interpretation of dreams, and offering sacrifices to spiritual powers;

pretended to see into futurity, and to foretell events, and announced himself to be

the mouthpiece of God." (Schoolcraft 1851-57, V I : 353). Lewis Cass, who was

personally acquainted with the Prophet, believed the change of character and

personality to be entirely sincere. He wrote:

We are inclined to think, that at the commencement of his career he 
was a fanatic, who had "seen visions and dreamed dreams, " and who 
believed the doctrines he professed and inculcated.. .It  is probable 
that the opinions of the Shawnese Prophet, in mature age, were 
materially affected by this hallucination, and that when he began 
his career, he was as much the dupe of his own feelings, as were 
any of his hearers. (Cass 1826 : 99-100).

Harrison, on the occasion of the Prophet's visit to Vincennes in 1808, tempted him 

with whiskey, and was surprised and impressed when he refused.

Personal Gains

As previously mentioned, the Prophet used his influence to bring about 

the execution of his enemies. But except for a single incident reported by the 

Moravian missionaries, he seems not to have derived any material rewards from 

his office.

The missionaries reported that in April, 1806, at the height of the 

Prophet's witch-hunt, eight Indians accused of witchcraft had been taken prisoner. 

One had been burned, and the other seven expected to meet a similar fate.
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For this reason the most well-to-do among them secretly sent the Indian 
teacher or lying prophet f ~Tenskwatawa / several hundred strings of 
wampum, besides gifts of silver and cows, with the request that their 
lives might be spared. This pleased the instrument of the Devil. The 
result was that the unfortunate victims who had been condemned to 
death were released under all sorts of pretexts. It was announced that 
they had bought their release as prisoners.. .(Gipson 1938 : 420-421).

Schoolcraft, who thought the Prophet "shrewd,11 nevertheless referred to 

his "assumed indifference to all worldly considerations and rewards. "

Use of Fraud

Governor Harrison, alarmed at the Prophet's growing power and despotism, 

and the meteoric rise of his cult among neighboring tribes, sent this message to the 

Delawares early in 1806:

But who is this pretended prophet who dares to speak in the name of the 
Great Creator? Examine him. Is he more wise or virtuous than you are 
yourselves, that he should be selected to convey to you the orders of 
your God? Demand of him some proofs at least of his being the 
messenger of the Deity. If God has really employed him he has doubt
less authorized him to perform some miracles, that he may be known and 
received as a prophet. If he is really a prophet, ask him to cause the 
sun to stand still -  the moon to alter its course -  the rivers to cease to 
flow -  the dead to rise from their graves. If he does these things, you 
may then believe that he has been sent from God. (Esary 1922 I : 183).

The Prophet, however, was a match for Harrison. As to the raising of the dead, he

could point out that he, himself, had died and returned to life. But he was quite

capable of producing other miracles, too, and met Harrison's challenge with a 

miracle that stilled all doubts. He immediately announced that on June 16 he 

would cause the sun to grow dark at midday. Undoubtedly, the Prophet received 

his advance knowledge of the impending eclipse from Tecumseh's British allies.
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On the appointed date and hour, oF course, the sun grew dark even as the Prophet 

pointed at it. (Mooney 1896 : 674).

Divinity of the Prophet

Although there is no evidence that Tenskwatawa deliberately led his 

followers to believe that he was more than the bearer of the new revelation, the 

miracle of the eclipse marked him as a divine personage. "The prophet was held to 

be an incarnation of Manabozbo, the great 'first doer1 of the Algonquian system. 

His words were believed to be the direct utterances of a deity." (Ibid 1896 : 675). 

Wild stories were circulated of other miracles he had wrought — that an ear of corn 

would Feed twelve men, that his pumpkins grew as big as wigwams — arid he did 

not discourage such tales (Tanner 1830 : 144-146).

Appearance and Other Personal Qualities

Schoolcraft said of the Prophet:

He was a man of original ideas, strong purpose, and much natural shrewd
ness, and was well adapted by his easy manners, and by habits of extreme 
abstemiousness, as well as by his total lack of selfishness, to attract the 
favor of the Indians.

In stature, he was considerably above the average height, his body 
was very spare, and his countenance always wore an austere aspect, 
which, with the loss of one eye, over which he constantly wore a patch 
or blind, tended to more deeply impress the Indians with an idea of his 
sanctity of character (Schoolcraft 1851-57, V I : 424).

The Prophet was described by numerous observers as being shrewd and 

especially eloquent and gifted with words. Lewis Cass called him "shrewd, 

sagacious, and well qualified to acquire an influence over those about h im ."
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(Cass 1826 : 99). Harrison remarked, "He is rather possessed of considerable talents 

and the art and address with which he manages the Indians is really astonishing." 

(Esary 1922 I : 302). Benjamin Drake, a nineteenth century biographer of the 

brothers, commented:

It was not alone to the character of his prophetic office that he was 
indebted for his influence over his followers. The position which he 
maintained in regard to the Indian lands, and the encroachments of 
the white people upon their hunting grounds, increased his popularity, 
which was likewise greatly strengthened by the respect and deference 
with which the polite Tecumseh— the master spirit of his day— uniformly 
treated him. He had, moreover, nimble wit, quickness of apprehension, 
much cunning and a captivating eloquence of speech. These qualities 
fitted him for playing his part with great success; and sustaining for a 
series of years, the character of one inspired by the Great Spirit. He 
was, however, rash, presumptuous and deficient in judgment. (Drake 
1841 : 155-156).

Status of Tenskwatawa after the Death of his Cult

After the fall of Tecumseh in the War of 1812, the Prophet fled to Canada, 

where he remained until 1826, pensioned by the British government. He was allowed 

to rejoin his tribe in Ohio in 1826. The following year he led the migration of the 

Shawnee to their new reservation in Kansas, and acted at this time as spokesman and 

chief of the tribe. Catlin, who painted his portrait in 1832, wrote of him, "This, 

no doubt, has been a very shrewd and influential man, but circumstances have 

destroyed him, as they have many great men before him; and he now lives respected, 

but silent and melancholy In his tribe." (Catlin 1844 II : 118). He died in 

Wyandotte County, Kansas, in 1837.



SMOHALLA OF THE COLUMBIA RIVER TRIBES

Aboriginal Culture of the Columbia River Indians

The Indians of the Columbia River may be divided into two well-defined 

and quite homogeneous groups or "culture areas," the western group comprising the 

tribes between the mouth of the Columbia River and the Cascade Mountains, and 

the eastern, or inland group, including the tribes between the Cascades and the 

Rockies. The sharp line of cultural differences between these two groups was due 

in part to the difficulty of communicating across the mountain range, but also to 

differences of ecology imposed by the climatic conditions and physical character 

of the two areas.

The little Wa'napum tribe, of which Smohalla was a member, was one of 

a number of similar tribes roaming the banks of the river in eastern Washington and 

Oregon, and lumped together as "the Columbia River Indians. " The Wa'napums 

were of Shahaptian stock, and closely allied, linguistically and politically, to the 

Nez Perce and Yakima tribes.

Economics

Salmon was the staple food, caught in large quantities during the annual 

salmon "runs" in late summer and fall, and then dried and pulverized for year- 

round use. This diet was supplemented with game, roots, seeds, and berries. The 

roots of comas were especially important. Roots and seeds were, in fact, the

47
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principal food of some tribes, as mong the Paiute. The horse was introduced late in 

the eighteenth century (Lewis and Clark mention seeing horses in 1804-1806), and 

by the early nineteenth century, the Shahaptian tribes were already making annual 

excursions to the plains as far east as Missouri to hunt buffalo.

Social/Political Organization

Aboriginally, the culture of the inland tribes was comparatively simple. 

Social and political organization was relatively undeveloped, and similar in many 

respects to that of the Paiutes. During part of the year, at least, the Indians split 

up into small, nomadic bands in search of roots and seed foods.

Social equality prevailed, generally; compared to the highly developed 

and rigid class and caste system of the Indians beyond the Cascades, the social 

organization of the inland tribes was characterized by an almost complete absence 

of a class structure. Slavery, when it did occur, was as an incidental by-product 

of warfare, and was not institutionalized, as among the western group.

Chiefs existed among these tribes, and chieftainship was nominally 

hereditary. But the prestige and influence of the office depended upon the person

ality of the individual who held it . The chief had little real power, but was an 

advisor and counselor, only, and seldom accumulated great wealth (Lewis, A. B. 

1906 : 180).

As with most semi-nomadic peoples, there was little  accumulation of 

wealth or material goods, and even catches of salmon were divided equally among 

those present. However, the introduction of the horse led to a rapid change in
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material culture related to the animal.

Warfare

The inland Indians were generally pacific; Lewis and Clark refer to the 

"peaceful habits" of the river tribes. Warfare did exist, mainly as a defense against 

the aggressive Snake Indians to the south. Lewis and Clark mention that on the 

south side of the river "none of the Indians have any permanent habitations, and on 

inquiry we were confirmed in our belief that it was for fear of attack by the Snake 

Indians..." ( Lewis, Meriwether 1814 II : 33)

Introduction of the horse intensified warfare. The Blackfeet, especially, 

began extending their raids, pressing the Shoshoni into the territory inhabited by 

the Shahaptians, especially the Nez Perces, and hostilities then developed between 

the latter.

While the war-hero complex of the Plains was not at all characteristic of 

the river tribes, a man could gain distinction among them as a warrior, and was 

therefore one means of acquiring status in an essentially egalitarian society.

Religion and Status of Shamans

All tribes believed in a life after death, and of a soul or spirit, not 

exactly the life principle, that could leave the body at w ill, as during sleep, a 

fainting spell, or a trance, and that if It stayed away too long, the body died.

Shamans were the only religious specialists. As among the Plains tribes, 

and those of the western Columbia River, individual quests for guardian spirits 

common. However, shamans, who in this region could be either men or women.
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were individuals upon whom the spirits had bestowed unusual supernatural power 

that was especially effective in curing. Shamans, therefore, were important and 

respected individuals; but, like the chiefs, their prestige depended upon their 

personal qualifications. Besides curing, shamans conducted the annual spirit dances, 

lasting several months each winter, which were part of the initiation ceremonies for 

novices who had obtained a guardian spirit.

History of the Dreamer Cult

Prevailing Conditions

In 1670, Charles II of England granted to the Hudson's Bay Company a 

royal charter, with the exclusive privilege of trading in the region of the Bay and 

its tributary waters. But the same region was also claimed by France as part of the 

province of New France, and French trappers and fur traders were already active in 

the Northwest. As competition developed, the trappers ranged farther afield, 

especially along the Northwest Coast.

Natives at the mouth of the Columbia River were visited by a boatload 

of White seamen when Robert Grey, a Boston sea captain, "turned the prow of his 

vessel, the "Columbia,1 into a white line of breakers between Capes Disappoint

ment and Adams, found a channel between them, and on the other side disclosed 

the mouth of the great stream which bears his ship's name." (Simpson 1931 :xxii).

Captain Grey's discovery was confirmed a few years later by the 

American explorers Lewis and Clark who in the years 1804 to 1806 traversed the 

Columbia to its mouth. Already the debilitating effects of white contact on the
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natives, especially on the coast, wps apparent. Alcoholism was rife. Venereal 

disease was prevalent among the Chinook and had been introduced to Indians on the 

Columbia. Smallpox had long preceded these explorers; in 1804 Clark encountered 

a village which appeared to have decreased greatly in population; asking why, he 

was shown a woman marked with the scars of smallpox, which he calculated she had 

contracted about 30 years previously, "the period about which we have supposed 

that the smallpox prevailed on the seacoast." (Lewis, Meriwether 1814 11:221-222).

Numerous explorers.followed Lewis and Clark down the river and several 

new fur trading companies were established in the Columbia River region. Among 

these were: the Pacific Fur Company ("Astoria"), established at the mouth of the 

river in 1810 by John Jacob Astor; the Northwest Company, incorporated in 1787, 

which established posts to the west of the Rocky Mountains in a district called by 

them "New Calidonia, " extending from lot. 52° to lot. 55° north, and about 1812 

founded a trading house on the Spokane river, which falls into the North branch of 

the Columbia; the Rocky Mountain Fur Company, which in 1822 began a series of 

explorations of the interior of Oregon, paving the way for the trading of the Oregon 

Trail; the Columbia Fishing and Trading Company, founded by Nathaniel Wyeth, 

who earlier had led exploring parties under the sponsorship of the Oregon Coloniza

tion Society. In 1818, Alexander Ross built a trading post. Fort Walla Walla, in 

Nez Perce country; and in 1824, the old Hudson's Bay Company built Fort 

Vancouver on the Columbia, over one hundred miles from the mouth of the river, 

to serve as the Company's base of operations in Oregon.
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The depopulation of the river tribes following such intensified contact

with white traders has been reported by first-hand observers. In 1829, shortly after

ground was broken for a farm at Fort Vancouver, an epidemic of intermittent fever

broke out which decimated the Indians there. John Townsend, a member of one of

Wyeth's exploring parties, described the aftermath of that epidemic in his journal:

The Indians of the Columbia were once a numerous and powerful people; 
the shore of the river, for scores of miles, was lined with their villages.. .

The depopulation here has been truly fearful. A gentleman told 
me, that only four years ago, as he wandered near what had formerly 
been a thickly peopled village, he counted no less than sixteen dead, 
men and women, lying unburied and festering in the sun in front of 
their habitations. Within the houses all were sick; not one had escaped 
the contagion; upwards of a hundred individuals, men, women and 
children, were writhing in agony on the floors of the houses, with no 
one to render them any assistance.. .

Probably there does not now exist one, where, five years ago, 
there were a hundred Indians; and in sailing up the river, from the 
cape to the cascades, the only evidence of the existence of the 
Indian, is an occasional miserable wigwam, with a few wretched, 
half-starved occupants. (Townsend 1839 : 332-333).

Christian missionaries were also early visitors, and found the inland 

tribes were friendly and receptive. Townsend, exploring with Wyeth in 1834, notes 

in his journal that they met two Methodist missionaries near Fort William on 

Wappatoo Island, 15 miles from the lower Willamet (Ibid 1839 : 319).

The first Catholic missions were established in 1840, and in less than 

fifteen years the number of Catholic Indians was estimated at 3400 (Shea 1855:478). 

Under the Jesuit "black robes, " whole villages were converted at one time, and 

nuns were sent to open schools.
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The Presbyterian ministers who surveyed the area of the Columbia River 

in 1836 were so warmly welcomed by the N ez Perce and other tribes that they 

immediately established permanent missions among these Indians, and persuaded the 

American Mission Society to direct great effort to this region. In 1838, two White 

women, wives of the missionaries, arrived, and the enthusiastic letters sent by the 

missionaries and their wives to their friends in the East described in glowing terms 

the potential wealth of the region, the mild climate and other advantages it offered 

prospective settlers. Dr. Marcus Whitman and his wife, Narcissa, were especially 

active in encouraging White settlers, and their home became a stopover station for 

the trickle of wagon trains that began to appear. By 1847 the trickle of settlers 

suddenly became a tidal wave, as "Oregon Fever" hit the nation. Trains of up to 

one hundred wagons followed one another across the plains to Oregon, stopping at 

the Whitman mission. Alarmed by this wholesale invasion of their country, and by 

terrible epidemics of new diseases, the Cayuse Indians attacked the Whitman 

mission and massacred Dr. Whitman and his wife.

Smohalia, in his interview with Huggins, reflected the hatred and 

suspicion of the White missionaries that the once friendly Indians had developed in 

the short space of two years:

Doctor Whitman many years ago made a long journey to the East to get 
a bottle of poison for us. He was gone about a year, and after he 
came back, strong and terrible diseases broke out among us. The 
Indians killed Doctor Whitman, but it was too late. He had uncorked 
his bottle, and all the air was poisoned. Before that there was little  
sickness among us, but since then many of us have died. I have had 
children and grandchildren, but they are all dead.(Huggins 1891:214).
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This novel and striking image, of a White man bringing a bottle full of 

disease with which to destroy the Indian race, is so fantastic that it would seem to 

be an allegory. But a few paragraphs from Washington Irving's history of "Astoria" 

sheds light on the origin of this myth, and the literalness with which the Indians 

interpreted it:

The natives of the coast, and indeed, of all the regions west of the 
mountains, had an extreme dread of the smallpox; that terrific scourge 
having, a few years previously, appeared among them, and almost 
swept off entire tribes. Its origin and nature were wrapped in mystery, 
and they conceived it an evil inflicted upon them by the Great Spirit, 
or brought among them by the white men. The last idea was seized 
upon by M r. M'Dougal. He assembled several of the chieftains whom 
he believed to be in the conspiracy. When they were all seated 
around, he informed them that he had heard of the treachery of some 
of their northern brethren towards the Tonquin, and was determined 
on vengeance. "The white men among you, " said he, "are few in 
number, it is true, but they are mighty in medicine. See here, " 
continued he, drawing forth a small bottle and holding it before their 
eyes, "in this bottle I hold the smallpox, safely corked up; I have but 
to draw the cork, and let loose the pestilence, to sweep man, woman, 
and child, from the face of the earth I "

The chiefs were struck with horror and clarm. They implored him 
not to uncork the bottle, since they and all their people were firm 
friends of the white men, and would always remain so; but, should the 
smallpox be once let out, it would run like wildfire throughout the 
country, sweeping off the good as well as the bad; and surely he would 
not be so unjust as to punish his friends for crimes committed by his 
enemies.

M r. M'Dougal pretended to be convinced by their reasoning, and 
assured them that, so long as the white people should be unmolested, 
and the conduct of their Indian neighbors friendly and hospitable, the 
phial of wrath should remain sealed up; but on the least act of hostility, 
the fatal cork should be drawn.

From this time. It is added, he was much dreaded by the natives, 
as one who held their fate in his hands, and was called by way of pre
eminence, "The Great Smallpox Chief".(Irving 1836 I: 124-125).
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The White men continued to arrive in ever-increasing numbers. They laid 

claim to the best and most fertile lands and fenced them in; they claimed as their 

own the best salmon fishing spots on the rivers.

In 1855, the government established reservations at Yakima, Umatilla, 

and Warm Springs. White settlers immediately encroached upon these lands, 

especially Umatilla, and Congress then attempted to induce the Indians to give up 

their reservation and accept another one on distant and less desirable land. Failing 

in this, the government simply expropriated some of the land included in the original 

treaty of 1855. Moreover, government funds promised the reservation Indians by 

terms of the same treaty were not delivered, due to the failure of Congress to 

appropriate the funds, or to misapplication of the money. The condition of the 

reservation Indians steadily worsened; between 1855 and 1870 their population 

dropped nearly one-half.

A number of the Columbia River tribes, including the Wa'napum, had 

not been included in the treaty of 1855, and, understandably, they were not eager 

to accept a reservation. And since they had made no treaties with the government 

of the United States, they claimed exclusive rights to their ancestral homelands, 

including the right to fish for salmon.

In his annual report to the Secretary of the Interior, Superintendent of 

Indian Affairs, A. B. Meacham, wrote in 1870: "The next largest band/"of non- 

reservation Indians J /  is Smokellers, at Priests' Rapids, Washington Territory. They 

also refused to obey my last order to 'come in , ' made to them during the month of
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February last . . . "  (Commissioner 1870 : 518).

It was shortly after the Whitman massacre, In this atmosphere of moral 

and physical decay, disease, and depopulation, of increasing pressure and increasing 

anxiety for the future, that a new religion of hope and regeneration emerged among 

the Indians of the Columbia River, taught by a prophet named Smohalla.

Origins of the Cult

The Dreamer Cult resembled closely the 1890 Ghost Dance cult, which

in turn was practically identical with the Ghost Dance of 1870. Leslie Spier (1935)

has presented convincing evidence that the Dreamer Cult was an older complex of

the interior Northwest, widely distributed from British Columbia to northern Nevada,

which antedated the Ghost Dance by at least a century. Included in the doctrines

of this "Prophet Dance" Cult were the familiar themes of an impending end and

restoration of the world, at which time the dead would return to life and the living

would be rejuvenated. The main ritual was a round dance in imitation of imagined

dances of the dead. Prophets arose who communicated with the spirits of the dead

in dreams, or who "died" and returned to earth with messages from the spirit world,

warning the people to refrain from evil acts. Spier names a predecessor of

Smohalla as the actual originator of the cult:

Traditionally the Tenino Smohalla cult had its origin in a lad named 
Dla'upac (a Walula, according to a Umatilla informant), who was 
dead for five days. On the fifth morning he was found singing, 
keeping time with arms flexed at the elbow and waved from left to 
right, back and forth. He told what he had seen in heaven. "In 
the song, the boy predicted the end of the world either by flood or 
by fire, just as once before, long ago, it had been burned up. He
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advised the Indians to prepare to meet xwamipama (God). He predicted 
that all the dead would come to life, would be resuscitated, just before 
the destruction of the world." Tenino mythology adds force to this pre
diction of the end. The world has been completely destroyed twice 
before; the second time by a great flood. When the water subsided and 
land appeared at the beginning of the present (third) world, twelve 
supernaturals appeared who established the rites basic to the Smohalla 
cult. "It is (still) believed that the present world will come to an end 
at some time -  how is not stated -  and that the dead will then arise and 
be judged by the heavenly father." (Spier 1935 : 21, 22).

Smohalla's Cult differed from the Prophet Dance principally in its

rituals, the observance of the Sabbath, and in paraphernalia such as the flag and

the bell. But even this did not originate with Smohalla, for similar Christianized

versions are known to have existed earlier in this region:

This Christian-compounded form of the Prophet Dance flourished through
out the middle Columbia-Snake River area during the early 'thirties. Its 
presence was noted specifically among Flathead, Nez Perce, Cayuse, 
and Walla Walla, with members of adjacent tribes participating in their 
rites.. .

But the dance form of the Smohalla cult was not that of the original 
Prophet Dance, so far as we know. It was rather the alternative ritual 
of the Christianized version of the 'thirties; very like a prayer meeting 
service, with dancing in place.. .

The only doctrinal peculiarity lay in a fiercely nationalistic turn 
which emphasized the annihilation of the whites at Doomsday. (Spier 
1935 : 21, 22).

Doctrines

According to the revelations which Smohalla had received, the Great 

Spirit was angry with the Indians because they had abandoned their ancient customs

and beliefs and had adopted the modes of life of the White men, and he therefore 

had allowed the White men to punish his people. But now the Great Spirit, taking
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pity on his children, was sending them a leader, Smohalla, who would teach them

a new religion by which they could be saved if they believed and obeyed. For

their salvation it was necessary for them to put away everything pertaining to the

civilization of the alien race and return to the primitive simplicity of their

ancestors. The Indians were especially forbidden to offend their earth mother by

dividing up their land into individual plots and farming them in the manner of

White men. As Smohalla explained it:

Those who cut up the lands or sign papers for lands will be defrauded of 
their rights and will be punished by God's anger. /  Chief 7 Moses 
was bad. God did not love him. He sold his people's houses and the 
graves of their dead. It is a bad word that comes from Washington.
It is not a good law that would take my people away from me to make 
them sin against the laws of God.

You ask me to plow the ground! Shall I take a knife and tear my 
mother's bosom? Then when I die she will not take me to her bosom to 
rest. You ask me to dig for stone! Shall I dig under her skin for her 
bones? Then when I die I cannot enter her body to be born again.
You ask me to cut grass and make hay and sell it, and be rich like 
white men, but how dare 1 cut off my mother's hair?

It is a bad law, and my people cannot obey it. I want my people 
to stay with me here. All the dead men will come to life again; their 
spirits will come to their bodies again .. .We must wait here, in the 
homes of our fathers, and be ready to meet them in the bosom of our 
mother. (MacMurray 1887 : 248).

The earliest mention of Smohalla and his cult is found in the annual report 

of A . B. Meacham, Superintendent of Indian Affairs in Oregon, to the Secretary of 

the Interior in 1870: " . .  .One serious drawback is the existence among the Indians 

of Oregon of a peculiar religion called 'Smokeller,1 or Dreamers, the chief doctrine 

of which is, that the 'red man is again to rule the country,' and this sometimes leads
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to rebellion against lawful authority." (Commissioner 1870 : 514).

Three years later, in his official annual report to the Commissioner of

Indian Affairs, Indian Agent John Smith expressed this view of the new cult

practiced by some members of the Warm Springs reservation:

They are believers in a superstition known as the Smohallah. This 
religion, if such it may be called, is believed by nearly all the 
Umatillas, Spokanes, a great part of the Yakimas, and many rene
gades of other reservations. The religion is like that of the 
Mormons, and ministers and works on the evil passions. The main 
object is to allow plurality of wives, immunity from punishment 
for I aw-breaking, and allowance of all the vices -  especially 
drinking and gambling -  are chief virtues in the believers of this 
religion. (Commissioner 1873 : 687).

E. L. Huggins gives this account of the doctrines:

An Indian named Smohalla, living on the Columbia, and revered by his 
people as a seer and prophet, has for at least ten years been quietly 
preaching doctrines similar to those that have caused so much excite
ment among the sioux.

These doctrines never formulated into a written creed, and passing 
at second and third hand to distant reservations, have assumed various 
different phases, all agreeing, however, in two points. First that all 
Indians ought at once to return to the observance of their ancient rites 
and religious dances, and abandon all efforts at civilization. Second, 
that some wonderful supernatural interference in behalf of those 
Indians who adhere to their ancestral practices is close at hand. This 
supernatural aid will be sudden and irresistable, and will destroy the 
white man or reduce him to a condition of inferiority.. .

The precise nature of Smohalla's teaching was for some time as 
jealously guarded from the world as the esoteric mysteries of the 
ancient priesthoods, only a few favored ones being admitted to a full 
knowledge of his doctrines. It was known, however, that a strict adherence 
to Indian dress and modes of life was one of the chief cornerstones of the 
new religion, and that Smohalla's followers looked forward to some 
terrible convulsions of nature that would destroy the white man, and 
restore the faithful to possession of the continent. Smohalla's neophytes
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had been known to boast in unguarded moments of the good time soon 
coming, when the dust of countless generations of dead Indians would 
suddenly return to life, slaying alike the pale-faced oppressor, and 
his contemptible imitator, the "book Indian^:" recreant to his race 
and his ancestral gods. (Huggins 1891 :208-209).

Huggins asked Smohalla, "How do you know that your messages are true, 

and that help will come?" And Smohalla answered: "How do I know spring will 

come? Because it is now fall. We must have help from a stronger power if we are 

to exist. Without it our case is hopeless. Therefore it is sure to come. Do the 

white teachers believe what they teach?" (Ibid 1891: 213).

One point of difference between this and a number of similar Indian 

millennial cults lies in its permission of polygamy.

Rituals

The influence of Smohalla's Catholic background is seen most clearly in 

the ceremonies of his cult, which were unusually formal and elaborate. An 

important element was the Washat Dance. Several services were conducted each 

Sunday, the holy day, plus additional services during the week and on special 

occasions. Major MacMurray was invited to attend the ceremonies during his visit, 

and has described them in detail. Services took place in a large public building, 

and began with an outdoor processional led, in Smohalla's village, by the prophet

himself and a boy acolyte or bell-ringer.

There are frequent services, a sort of processional around the outside 
of the fence, the prophet, and a small boy with a bell, entering the 
enclosure, where, after hoisting the flag /  Smohalla's own emblem /  
he pronounces a sort of lecture or sermon .""Captains or class leaders”
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give instructions to the people, who are arranged in the order of their 
stature, the men and women in different classes marching in single file 
to the sound of drums. There seems to be a regular system of signals, 
at command of the prophet, by the boy with the bell, upon which the 
people chant loud or slow, or remain silent. These outdoor services 
occurred several times each day. (MacMurray 1887 : 245).

At a typical ceremony, MacMurray noted that the men and boys entered the

"Church" in single file, and ranged themselves along one side of the room; then

the women and girls entered, and stationed themselves along the opposite w all. All

were dressed in old-style buckskins; their faces were painted in various colors, and

they carried eagle feathers in their hands. A featured part of the service was a

ritual similar to the Catholic rite of communion, followed by feasting and dancing:

Dishes of fresh-cooked salmon and jars of water, together with a 
plentiful supply of other food, are ranged in front of the devotees.
After a preliminary ceremony in the nature of a litany, in which 
the principal articles of their theology are recited in the form of 
question and answer by the whole body of worshipers, the high priest 
gives the command, "Take water, " when everyone raises a cup of 
water to his lips. Next comes the command, "Now drink, " and each 
one takes a sip. At the words, "Now the salmon," each takes up a 
portion of fish, which he puts into his mouth at the next command,
"Now eat." Last comes the command, "Now help yourselves, " 
which is the signal for a general attack on the provisions.

When everyone has satisfied his hunger, the remains of the feast 
are cleared away and the "dance" begins. At a signal given by a 
single stroke of the bell in the left hand of the high priest all stand 
up in line on either side of the building. At another stroke of the 
bell all put their right hands on their breasts. Another tap of the bell 
and the right hand is brought out in front of the body. Another, and 
they begin to move their right hands backward and forward like fans 
in front of the breast, and thus continue throughout the dance, keeping 
time also to the singing by balancing alternately upon their toes and 
heels, as already described, without moving from their places. Ritual 
songs are sung throughout the remainder of the service, in time with 
the movements of the dancers and the sounds of the drums, and regu
lated by the strokes of the be ll. (Mooney 1896: 729-730).
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In June, 1877, inspired by the teachings of Smphalla, and enraged by 

wanton murders of their people, a group of young Nez Perce warriors staged a 

brief, bloody raid, known as the "Salmon River Uprising" on White settlers. The 

Nez Perce, perhaps more than any other tribe, had been uniformly peaceable and 

friendly to the United States and to White missionaries and travelers. Although 

encountered in 1805 by the Lewis and Clark expedition, and still earlier by French 

trappers, this tribe remained relatively untouched by the usual degrading and 

demoralizing conditions produced by White contact until the middle of the 

nineteenth century, when wagon trains began to cut through their country on their 

journey to Oregon.

In 1855, most of the Nez Perce chiefs, including one known as Old 

Joseph, signed a treaty with the United States, defining a large reservation for the 

tribe. Then gold was discovered, and miners rushed into the area to stake out their 

claims; these were followed by thousands of settlers and stockmen, who overrode the 

Indian reservation, fenced in large blocks of the finest grazing land, and committed 

numerous individual atrocities. The Indians seldom yet retaliated, but when they 

did, the settlers demanded the protection of federal troops. To prevent such inci

dents, the government then persuaded some of the chiefs, not including O ld Joseph, 

to sign a new treaty which reduced the reservation to less than one-quarter of its 

former size. Joseph, and later his son. Young Joseph, refused to yield their home

lands in the Wallowa Valley, and tensions between the settlers and Joseph's band 

mounted.
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Late in 1876, a commission of Indian agents officially recommended that 

leaders of the Dreamer Cult be suppressed or exiled, and that the non-treaty Indians, 

including Joseph's band (among the staunchest followers of Smohalla), be forced, 

if necessary, to abandon their lands — about one million acres — and accept allot

ments upon vacant lands totaling one thousand, two hundred acres in the Lapwai 

reservation. At a meeting with the leaders of the non-treaty bands, an old and 

respected medicine man, a Dreamer, challenged the right of the commissioners to 

forcibly remove them, and was summarily arrested and jailed. This so dispirited 

the remaining chiefs that they capitulated. Back home, Joseph's braves bitterly 

resented the decision of their chiefs, although Smohalla himself, in a Council with 

the chiefs, confirmed their decision (Mooney 1896: 713), and soon the young 

warriors began a raid on a neighboring White settlement, in which twenty-one 

people were killed. White troops were sent out immediately to round up the non

treaty Indians, and were joined by reinforcements diverted from all over the west 

from California to Alaska, as the government tried to check the spread of the 

"Salmon River outbreaks."

Now began a monumental retreat by the pacific Joseph and his band to 

a place of refuge in the safety of Canada. Joseph and his warriors, encumbered 

with five hundred and fifty women and children, covered over one thousand miles 

in a month and a half. Just thirty miles south of the Canadian border they paused, 

thinking they had already reached their goal. Here they were attacked and 

scattered, and were driven into the mountains without food or blankets in a snow-
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stern. Forced either to surrender or to abandon his people, Joseph chose to surren

der, on the promise that he and his people would be returned to the Lapwai reserva

tion in Idaho. The promise was, however, ignored, and Joseph's band was sent 

instead to Leavenworth, where their numbers decreased in seven years from about 

four hundred and fifty to about two hundred and eighty (Mooney 1896 : 715).

With the defeat of the N ez Perce, military resistance of the Columbia 

River Indians was crushed, and faith in the Dreamer Cult passed its crest. Most 

local bands were gradually herded onto reservations.

Early Life

Smohalla, Messiah of the Dreamer Cult

Little is known of the family of Smohalla. Mooney fixes his birthdate 

at about 1815 or 1820, and MacMurray states that as a boy he lived at the Coeur 

d'Alene Roman Catholic mission in a nearby Yakima village, where he was intro

duced to Catholic doctrines and rituals, and learned a little  French (1887:246).

As a young man, Smohalla distinguished himself as a warrior (Mooney 

1896 : 717). He was about thirty years old and growing in popularity and influence 

as a medicine man (unusual for one of his "social class, " Mac Murray remarks) 

when about 1850 he began preaching the necessity of a return to the old native 

customs, and the rejection of the White man's civilization. His cult grew rapidly 

among the neighboring tribes and was a major factor in their confederation in their 

Yakima War of 1855 and in the N ez Perce "uprising."
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Contact with Other Tribes

Smohalla's success as a medicine man almost proved to be his undoing.

He was accused of "making medicine" against the life of his rival, Chief Moses, 

head of another village and suspected of being friendly to the Whites. In a fight 

with Moses, Smohalla was so badly beaten that he was knocked unconscious and 

left for dead on the river bank. Wien he revived and found himself alone, he 

crawled to the river and was washed downstream. He was rescued by White men, 

who cared for him until he recovered from his wounds. Then, feeling himself 

disgraced, and too ashamed to go back, beaten, to his village, he began a long 

journey. MacMurray, on his visit to Smohalla, produced a map, and Smohalla 

traced his route down the Columbia River to its mouth, southward along the Coast 

to a point below San Diego, inland to San bernardino and across to Arizona, then 

north to Utah where, he told MacMurray, he had observed Mormon priests in 

trances receive commands directly from Heaven.

Beginning of Mission

Finally he returned to his own village. The villagers viewed his return 

with awe, believing as they did that he had been killed in his duel with Chief Moses. 

Smohalla seized on this, and answered that he had indeed died, and had visited the 

Great Chief Above, but had returned to earth to guide and teach his people. The 

message that he brought from the Great Chief Above was essentially the gospel 

that he had preached prior to his death and resurrection.
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The religion of Smohalla was a religion of trances and visions and dreams. 

Smohalla said, "My young men shall never work . . .  Men who work can not dream, 

and wisdom comes to us in dreams." (Huggins 1891 : 213).

Smohalla himself was subject to cataleptic trances, which MacMurray

described in an unpublished manuscript quoted by Mooney:

He falls into trances and lies rigid for considerable periods. Unbelievers 
have experimented by sticking needles through his flesh, cutting him 
with knives, and otherwise testing his sensibility to pain, without pro
voking any responsive action. It was asserted that he was surely dead, 
because blood did not flow from the wounds. These trances always 
excite great interest and often alarm, as he threatens to abandon his 
earthly body altogether because of the disobedience of his people, arid 
on each occasion_they are in a state of suspense as to whether the 
Saghalee Tyee /  the Great Spirit, or the Great Chief Above _7 will 
send his soul back to earth to reoccupy his body, or w ill, on the con
trary, abandon and leave them without his guidance. It is this going 
into long trances, out of which he comes as from heavy sleep and 
almost immediately relates his experiences in the spirit land, that give 
rise to the title of "Dreamers," or believers in dreams, commonly given 
to his followers by the neighboring whites. His actions are similar to 
those of a trance medium, and if self-hypnotization be practicable 
that would seem to explain it. I questioned him as to his trances and 
hoped to have him explain them to me, but he avoided the subject and 
was angered when I pressed him. He manifestly believes all he says of 
what occurs to him in this trance state. (Mooney 1896 : 719-729Q.

Use of Fraud

Smohalla claimed to be able to control the elements and the heavenly 

bodies and proved the latter by successfully predicting eclipses. This he was able 

to do by means of an almanac he had acquired. Unable to get another one, he 

asked Major MacMurray to correct his 1882 almanac for use in 1884. MacMurray

writes:
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He showed me an almanac of a preceding year and asked me to adjust 
it for eclipses, as it did not work as it had formerly done. I explained 
that Washington (the Naval Observatory) made new ones every year, 
and that the old ones could not be fixed up to date. He had probably 
obtained this one from the station agent at the railroad, now superceded 
by a new one, who had cut off Smohajla's supply of astronomical data. 
My inability to repair the 1882 almanac for use in prognosticating in 
1884 cost me much of his respect as a wise man from the east. (Ibid 1896: 
720).

Personal Gains

The prophet business seemed to be fairly prosperous with him at the time. 
His pinto pony was a good one of its kind, worth forty dollars, his 
moccasins and I egg Ins were new, and his "fair round belly, " with good 
fat salmon lined, no doubt, indicating that his larder, whether supplied 
by ravens or through some more prosaic medium, was well provided. 
(Huggins 1891 : 212).

The fact that Smohalla evidently made a good living at "the prophet 

business" does not necessarily mean, of course, that the economic motive was 

uppermost in his mind or even given any conscious consideration. As a medicine 

man, he would in any event have made a living from his profession, and there is 

no indication that he used questionable means to derive an undue profit from his 

cult.

The Prophet is reported to have married ten wives (Relander 1956:

75). Polygamy was an old custom among the Columbia River tribes, and was not 

prohibited by the Dreamer Cult.

Appearance and Other Personal Qualities

Major MacMurray, who met Smohalla in 1884, when the latter was 

about sixty-five or seventy years old, described his physical appearance as
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follows: 11 In person, Smoholla is peculiar. Short, thick-set, bald-headed and 

almost hunch-backed, he is not prepossessing at first sight, but he has an almost 

Websterian head, with a deep brow over bright, intelligent eyes." (MacMurray 

1887 : 246).

Huggins, a year later, gave this description: "Smohalla, seer, dreamer, 

religious reformer, doctor, and in short all around medicine man or tamanawous, 

proved to be a rather undersized Indian, about sixty years old, with a form 

inclining toward obesity, a reserved and cunning, but not ill-natured countenance, 

and a large and well-shaped head." (Huggins 1891 : 212).

MacMurray commented on his eloquence: "He is a finished orator. His 

manner is mostly of the bland, insinuating, persuasive style, but when aroused he 

is full of fire and seems to handle invectives effectively. His audience seemed 

spellbound under his magic manner.. . "  (MacMurray 1887 : 246). Huggins said 

of him, "His manners were more suave and insinuating than is usual with Indians." 

(Huggins 1891 : 212).

Status of Smohalla after the Death of His Cult

Broken in spirit and almost forgotten, Smohalla was permitted to remain 

at Priest Rapids until his death in 1895. Although old and totally blind in his later

years, the disillusioned Prophet and a few faithful followers continued the rituals 

of the cult, and these have been perpetuated until the present time by Smohalla's 

nephew. Puck Hyah Toot and the remnants of the now nearly extinct Wa'napums. 

(Relander 1956 : 148 , 238).



W OVOKA, OF THE NORTHERN PAIUTE

Aboriginal Northern Paiute (Paviotso) Culture

Two essentially identical millennial cults originated among the 

Northern Paiute of western Nevada, a people whose way of life was remarkable 

for its poverty and simplicity. There was never a Paiute "nation;" rather, the 

Paiutes were divided into a number of loose, localized bands, each having a 

recognized territory and a "chief, " who functioned mainly as an advisor, but had 

no authority to command or to punish.

Economics

The land which the aboriginal Paiutes inhabited is arid and sandy, and 

the meagre flora and fauna supported only a sparse and scattered human population, 

living at a bare subsistence level. Daily existence was a constant pressing 

problem. Subsistence was based mainly on the gathering of wild seeds, pine nuts, 

berries, and roots, supplemented by hunting and fishing. Gathering entailed a 

semi-nomadic way of life. Individual families wandered from spring until fall, 

following a seasonal path of ripening wild foods.

In the fall, when the food supply was sufficiently abundant to support 

a crowd for a week or so, the chief would arrange a festival for purposes of

dancing, gambling, and visiting. Probably the only dance known In aboriginal 

times was the round dance, in which men, women, and children participated.

69
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Social/Political Structure

Each small family group was economically self-sufficient and isolated, 

an autonomous unit, and no more complex unit of social structure was recognized, 

except the band.

After the last seeds had been harvested, families gathered together in 

permanent winter villages in protected places near a source of water where game 

was relatively abundant. Each village was independent and had a chief who, like 

the band chief, functioned mainly as an advisor and conciliator, and whose position 

depended upon prestige rather than formal authority. The village chief acted as a 

host for visitors; lead communal rabbit-hunts, kept people informed of sources of 

wild seeds, etc.

Warfare

Warfare was not a unifying factor in native times, as it was unimportant. 

Small, sporadic raids and reprisals occurred, mainly between family groups, but 

large-scale, organized warfare was non-existent. The warpath was not the rood 

to glory.

Among the Paiutes the individual stood out and his social status depended 

almost solely upon personality and achievement. Class distinctions did not exist. 

Upon the death of a chief, a son or brother customarily succeeded him, but another 

more able individual might be chosen.
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Religion

The religion of the Paiutes, like their social/political structure, was 

simple, and almost devoid of ceremonial performances. The ancient practice of 

shamanism was the basis of religious activity, and curing was the chief function of 

the shaman, who was an outstandingly important person in Paiute society. The 

shaman derived his supernatural power in dreams directly from the spirit world; 

animals, rocks, clouds, or any other natural objects were held to be inhabited by 

vague, nameless spirits, and were sources of his power. Although the curing of 

disease was the shaman's chief function, some shamans could foretell future events 

or control the elements (Park 1938 : 60),

The power to control the weather was regarded as proof that the shaman 

was in rapport with powerful spirits.

Status of Shamans

Park holds that in aboriginal times the shaman's role was superior to that 

of a chief (a shaman often became chief, thus merging the two roles): "There can 

be no doubt that the shaman was formerly an influential figure; the stronger his 

supernatural power the greater his social prestige. Thus the influence that he 

exerted was by no means confined to religious affairs and activities." (Ibld:67).

Like the son of a chief, a shaman's son or another relative might be 

expected to succeed to this high office, but to do so he would have to prove 

himself:
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The position of the shaman,, like that of any other member of Paviotso 
/"Northern Paiute*7society, depends entirely upon individual abilities 
and accomplishments.^Although shamanistic power may be inherited, 
the position and prestige of a powerful shaman are not transmitted to 
his heirs. One who inherits power of an outstanding and influential 
shaman may be only an obscure and indifferent practitioner.. .  The 
shaman acquires his power, performs his rites, and attains his position 
only by individual iniative and achievement. (Ibid: 67-68).

It appears that the role of Shaman was the surest road to social promi

nence and prestige among the Northern Paiute. In order to quality, the aspiring 

shaman would need to have a dream experience in which a spirit bestowed super

natural power upon him. Involuntary dreams were the customary route to 

shamanism, but deliberate vision-quests were known. Also according to Park 

(pp. 53-54) it was imperative that the shaman be able to induce in himself (or 

simulate) a trance under certain cpnditions, such as a case in which the patient 

was unconscious. It is reported that in aboriginal times shamans frequently went 

into trances, and thus the trance-state was an expected part of the shaman's 

equipment.

History of the Ghost Dance

Prevailing Conditions

At first, only a few hardy explorers ventured into Indian territory; but 

their tales of unclaimed mineral wealth and vast, fertile lands free for the taking, 

brought others. By the mid-nineteqnth century roads, railroads, and wagon trails 

were cutting through the virgin country, bringing land-hungry settlers. The gold 

rush to California increased White penetration into the Indians' homelands, and
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forts were soon set up to protect the intruders.

On the plains, the buffalo herds, which once had seemed inexhaustible 

were rapidly declining; eastern "sportsmen" short them down for pleasure, leaving 

their carcasses to rot on the plains, and the Indians themselves were induced by 

traders to kill great numbers of the huge animals to supply skins for the White man's 

markets. The pressure of White immigrants increased with the years, cutting off 

much of the supply of game, fish and wild foods on which many native peoples 

had existed:

Those Indians who lived by the side of the road to Oregon.. .were 
surrounded by enemy Indian nations with whom they must fight, if 
they left their own hunting grounds for game. The buffalo had 
vanished from the Platte. White men were cutting all their scanty 
timber, burning off their grass, turning what had lately been a 
great meat-producing country into a barren desert. (Vestal 1934:190).

Many Plains Indians resisted desperately the encroachment of the Whites 

upon their hunting grounds. "The result of this unsuccessful struggle was to put an 

end to the boundless freedom of the prairie, where they had roamed unquestioned 

from Dakota almost to central Mexico, and henceforth the tribes were confined 

within the narrow limits of reservations. " (Mooney 1896 : 906).

That the tribes were in danger of physical as well as cultural extinction 

cannot be doubted. For over half a century (perhaps for several centuries, in some 

cases), new and frightening diseases followed the White man's wake, and spread in 

epidemic waves through the Indian population, threatening some tribes with actual 

physical extermination.
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The steamboat brought plenty of trouble up-river. In 1837, it brought 
smallpox, the plague which carried off some twenty-five thousand red 
men with frightful speed, leaving lodges standing on every h ill, with 
never a streak of smoke rising from them . . .  nine-tenths of the Mandans 
perished, one-half the Hidatsa, and some three thousand Rees...but the 
Sioux all scattered at the first alarm, and so saved themselves. There
after they became the scourge of their less fortunate neighbors. Many 
persons of the village tribes committed suicide from grief or despair, 
or in horror at seeing their flesh rot while they were still a liv e .. .This 
state of affairs was not helped by the cholera epidemic brought up the 
Oregon Trail by white men in 1845.. .and soon after, a second scourge 
of cholera swept away almost half the remaining Indian population of 
the plains. (Vestal 1934 : 186-187).

Origin of the 1890 Movement

In the late nineteenth century a revivalistic religious movement known 

as the Ghost Dance spread with lightning speed throughout the native Indian 

populations of the western Unifed States. Almost as soon as it came, it died, in 

part because of its rigid suppression by the Federal Government (in the mistaken 

belief that it was actually a war dance), but mainly because of the disappointment 

of its members, who looked upon it as their last means of deliverance from their 

White oppressors and then found it completely unsuccessful.

The Ghost Dance of 1890 was the culmination of a religious movement 

having diverse origins. The movement had crystalized among the Paiutes of 

Walker Lake approximately twenty years previously and flourished briefly among 

the tribes of California and southern Oregon. Earlier still, numerous prophets had 

arisen throughout the long period of conflict with the Whites and had preached 

remarkably similar doctrines.
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The leader of the 1870 phase was a Pa lute named Wodziwob who had as 

an assistant a shaman called Numataivo (Mooney: Tavibo), who was the father of 

a later messiah, Wovoka. According to an official on the Walker Lake Indian 

Reservation, Wodziwob went into a trance, during which he saw God and learned 

that the dead were returning (Mooney 1896 : 702-703).

An informant, quoted by DuBois in her exhaustive study of the 1870

Ghost Dance, said that Wodziwob preached that: "Our fathers are coming, our

mothers are coming; they are coming pretty soon. You had better dance. Never

stop for a long time. Swim. Paint in white and black and red paint. Every

morning wash and paint. Everybody be happy." Another informant states:

There wasn't anything new or special about the way Weneyuga another 
Paiute prophet approximately contemporaneous with Wodziwob 'J  ond 
Wodziwob had the people paint themselves or wash themselves when 
they get through dancing. Wodziwob, Weneyuga, and Jack Wilson 
didn't start anything new. They just learned from the old people. This 
whole story about the dead coming back passed along for five hundred 
years or more maybe. Only the Walker River, Fallon, and Mason 
Valley people were always talking about the dead coming back. (DuBois 
1939 : 4).

Word went out from Walker Lake that a Messiah had arisen, and in a 

remarkably short time Ghost Dance circles began appearing throughout northern 

California and southwestern Oregon. The round dance of the Paiutes, practically 

their only dance form, was employed on all occasions.

As DuBois states:

In almost every generation shamans arose who preached the imminent 
return of the dead, and in addition were capable of performing
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miracles, among which weather control was a favorite.. .  On the 
whole, the impression was gotten that the 1870 and 1890 Ghost 
Dances were not radical departures from Paviotso shamanistic 
concepts. (Ibid: 3 ,7 ).

Approximately contemporaneous with the 1870 Ghost Dance among the

tribes of north-centra I California, another cult was taking shape in the same area.

This was the Bole-maru, a local dream cult. DuBois describes it as follows:

The doctrine of the Bole-maru was the creation of dreamers, 
supposedly inspired by God, whom they generally called by a 
native term meaning "our father." The dreams. . .  furnished the 
authority to give certain dances. The details of the dances, the 
costumes, and the songs were all contained in dreams. During 
the ceremonies, Bole-maru leaders imparted to the people the 
content of their revelations and preached a moralistic code. They 
inveighed against drinking, quarreling, stealing, and so forth, 
and urged all to believe and dance. It cannot be stressed too 
strongly that dancing was the pre-eminent form of religious 
expression to these central California Indians. (Ibid : 133).

Ritual

The first Ghost Dance of the 1890 movement took place on the Walker 

Lake Reservation in January, 1889 (Mooney 1896 : 802). The "originator" of the 

dance, a Paiute Indian named Wovoka, had been preaching to his people for some 

months. The dance spread quickly throughout the Paiute bands and to their 

neighbors, the Utes, Gosiutes, Bannock, Shoshoni, and Araphaho. The following 

year, the dance was inaugurated among the Cheyenne and Sioux.

It was named the "Ghost Dance" by the Sioux and Araphaho, because 

it relates to the return of the spirits of the dead. Each dance lasted four nights, 

and on the last night the dance continued until down. The dance was held at
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irregular intervals on a cleared circle of ground. The dancers, with their faces 

painted in designs, faced the center of the circle and joined hands, men, women, 

and children. Chanting in unison, they moved slowly to the left, one foot at a 

time, in time with the music. As individuals tired, they dropped out of the dance, 

rejoining it when rested. Just before dawn of the last night, the medicine men or 

local prophet delivered a message to the people from the gods.

Doctrines

Essentially, the theme of the cult was the promise of the coming of the 

millennium in the near future, in which the world would be rejuvenated and the 

dead would return to life on this earth. The Great Spirit had deserted his Indian 

children because of their sins, and allowed the white men to punish them, ran the 

belief. But now that they had been punished, the Great Spirit was again with them, 

and the time for their deliverance was at hand. The land would be enlarged and 

renewed, filled with abundant game, and peopled with the resurrected dead. The 

White man's gunpowder would no longer have the power to kill an Indian. Death, 

illness, and old age would never again befall the faithful, but they would live 

forever, eternally youthful, in universal peace and perfect happiness.

Porcupine, an Araphaho delegate sent to investigate Wovoka at Walker

Lake in November, 1889, gave this account of the articles of the creed as he had

received them directly from the Messiah:.

He told us also that all our dead were to be resurrected; that they were 
all to come back to earth, and that as the earth was too small for them
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and us, he would do away with heaven, and make the earth itself 
large enough to contain us all; that we must tell all the people we 
meet about these things. He spoke to us about fighting, and said 
that was bad, and we must keep from it; that the earth was to be 
all good hereafter, and we must all be friends with one another.
He said that in the fall of the year the youth of all the good people 
would be renewed, so that nobody would be more than 40 years old, 
and that if they behaved themselves well after this the youth of 
everyone would be renewed in the spring. He said if we were all good 
he would send people among us who could heal all our wounds and 
sickness by mere touch, and that we would live forever. He told us 
not to quarrel, or fight, nor strike each other, nor shoot one another; 
that the whites and Indians were to be all one people (Ibid: 796).

Wovoka himself sent letters to the Arapaho and Cheyenne tribes in

August, 1891, containing his official statement of his doctrine. Mooney, who

examined and reproduced the original documents, renders this free translation:

When you get home you must make a dance to continue five days.
Dance four successive nights, and the last night keep up the dance 
until the morning of the fifth day, when all must bathe in the river 
and then disperse to their homes. You must all do in the same way.

I, Jack Wilson, love you a ll, and my heart is full of gladness 
for the gifts you have brought me. When you get home I shall give 
you a good cloud /  rain? 7  which will make you feel good. I give you 
a good spirit and give you all good paint. I want you to come again in 
three months, some from each tribe there /  the Indian Territory _/.

There will be a good deal of snow this year and some rain. In 
the fall there will be such a rain as I have never given you before.

Grandfather /  a universal title of reverence among Indians and 
here meaning the messiah /  says, when your friends die you must not 
cry. You must not hurt anybody or do harm to anyone. You must not 
fight. Do right always. It will give you satisfaction in l i f e . . .

Jesus is now upon the earth. He appears like a cloud. The dead 
are all alive again. I do not know when they will be here; maybe 

* this fall or In the spring. When the time comes there will be no more 
sickness and everyone will be young again.
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Do not refuse to work for the whites and do not make any trouble 
with them until you leave them. When the earth shakes / a t  the 
coming of the new world /d o  not be afraid. It will not hurt you.

I want you to dance every six weeks. Make a feast at the dance 
and have food that everybody may eat. Then bathe in the water.
That is a ll. You will receive good words again from me sometime.
Do not tell lies. (Ibid : 781).

Development of Sects

It is interesting to note the development and variations of belief and 

ritual that arose during the brief period between the inception of the dance cult 

and its peak of popularity just before the massacre of Wounded Knee.

In Porcupine's account of his meeting with the Messiah in 1889, he 

states that Wovoka preached that the Indians and \Miite men would become a 

single people. Wovoka's own official letter of 1891 to the Cheyenne and 

Apapaho tribes (quoted above) reads: "Do not refuse to work for the White men or 

do not make trouble for them until you leave them (italics mine, B .A .). The 

Indians' natural animosity toward their White oppressors, however, soon was 

translated into a belief that the Whites would be annihilated. Thus the Paiute 

came to believe that the Indians would climb into the mountains and that a great 

flood would then destroy the White men below. The Shoshoni believed that the 

faithful would fall into a deep sleep and be transported to a new world. The 

Sioux held that the Whites would all perish under a landslide. According to the 

Cheyenne, Arapaho, Kiowa, and others, a new land filled with abundant game 

and peopled with the resurrected dead would slide over the old land, and that the
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Indians would be carried up to this new land by means of the eagle feathers in 

their hair.

Wovoka preached a gospel of peace, and forbade war and fighting. But 

the suffering and warlike Sioux began to carry guns in the dance, giving the dance 

a militant cast that made it a potential — although not yet an actual — war dance. 

Mooney disputes this (p. 788).

Local embellishments were added to the ritual also: The Sioux intro

duced to the original paraphernalia the ghost shirt, which was believed to make 

the wearer invulnerable to the White man's bullets. They began the ceremony 

with a sweat bath, and erected a tree in the middle of the circle around which 

they danced. In Nevada, only the prophet went into the trance state, while 

most Plains tribes developed mass ecstacies. The Arapaho used seven priests or 

seven of each sex to conduct the ceremony, and ceremonial pipe offerings were 

used in their ritual. Among the Plains Indians, face paintings were the result of 

inspirations of the trance. Hypnotism was often employed in aiding the partici

pants to achieve this trance state.

Among the Pawnee, ritual bundles, societies, and hand games played 

an important part in the Ghost Dance ritual and ceremony. In its first form among 

this group, all interpretations of visions were made by Frank White, their prophet. 

But in 1892, as White's influence waned, Joseph Carrion introduced the concept 

of individual trance-visions (Lesser 1933 : 106 , 76-79).
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It is believed that tribes adjoining the Pa lute on the north, west and 

south, made relatively few changes in or additions to the doctrine and ritual of the 

cult as they had received it from the Paiute apostles (Mooney 1896 : 785).

The dance form itself and the step seem to have remained essentially 

unchanged among the various tribes.

Climax of the Cult and M ilitary Suppression

The Sioux were numerically the greatest and also the most fierce of the

warlike Plains Indians. They subsisted principally on the vast herds of buffalo that

provided them with abundant meat and skins for clothing and tipis. Until they

accepted a reservation in 1868, they roamed an area extending from Minnesota to

the Rockies, and from the Yellowstone to the Platte rivers. According to terms of

the treaty, their reservation (now the State of South Dakota) would be protected

against encroachment by White settlers, their hunting rights were also to be

protected, and they were to receive government aid in the form of rations.

Soon after accepting their reservation, however, gold was discovered

in the Black Hills, and the reservation was deluged by miners and White settlers.

At the same time White hunters shot down the buffalo at such a fantastic rate that

the herds dwindled alarmingly. In 1833 Nathaniel Wyeth's exploring party had

encountered vast herds of buffalo along the Platte:

The whole plain, as far as the eye could discern, was covered by one 
enormous mass of buffalo. Our vision, at the very least computation, 
would certainly extend ten miles, and in the whole of this great space, 
including about eight miles in width from the bluffs to the river bank,
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there was apparently no vista in the incalculable multitude.
(Wyeth 1832 : 161).

In 1890, the buffalo was almost extinct. Their food supply now vanished,and their 

native way of life totally disorganized, the Indians were reduced to idleness, 

dependent upon a government dole — and then Congress reduced their rations, 

causing widespread starvation .

In 1889, the embittered Sioux, smarting under treaty violations and 

suffering from hunger and epidemics of new diseases, sent a delegation to Mason 

Valley, Nevada, to investigate reports of the Messiah who promised to return the 

land to the Indians, replenish it with abundant game, and resurrect the dead. In 

March, 1890, the delegation returned and inaugurated the dance among the Sioux. 

Under the sponsorship of Sitting Bull, the renowned medicine man, the dance was 

taken up immediately in a frenzy of excitement. The ghost shirt, thought to shield 

the wearer against the White man's bullets, became the symbol of the cult, and was 

worn by most of the believers. Individual trances, so much a part of earlier Plains 

Indian culture, were induced in the participants by hypnosis after they had danced 

to the point of exhaustion.

Alarmed by all this wild dancing, and viewing it as a new war dance. 

Congress decided that it must be put down with force. A military force was sent 

to arrest the acknowledged leader. Sitting Bull, and he was shot to death when 

he resisted.

On the morning of December 29, 1890, government troops sent to disarm 

a band of 350 Sioux moving towards the Badlands from their village below the
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Cheyenne River intercepted the band at their camp at Wounded Knee Creek, just 

west of the Badlands, and demanded their weapons. When only two guns were 

surrendered, the soldiers searched the tipis; and as they did so, a medicine man 

began to urge the warriors to resist, telling them that the bullets of the soldiers 

would be powerless against the "ghost shirts" which almost all the Indians wore 

under their blankets. Suddenly a young warrior drew a rifle from beneath his 

blanket and fired at the soldiers, who replied with a volley which felled about 

half the warriors. As the survivors sprang up and engaged in hand to hand fighting, 

the Hotchkiss guns of the soldiers were opened on the women and children. In a 

few moments about 250 to 300 warriors, women and children, lay dead, some of 

the latter shot down in flight a distance of two miles from the camp.

The decisive defeat at Wounded Knee effectively ended Indian resist

ance in America. Further sporadic incidents occurred, but these were quelled by 

the military. The fact that the victims of the massacre had been killed despite the 

ghost shirts that they wore, quickly destroyed faith in the belief that they were an 

effective shield against the White man's weapons.

And when the millennium did not arrive the following spring, the move

ment gradually died out. Wovoka had erred in setting a date for the fulfillment of 

his prophecies. As each date was reached and passed, a new date was set, until 

the doctrine gradually assumed the form that at some time in the unknown future the 

living and the dead would be reunited, and that all would be happy forever. 

Eventually even this hope gave way to disillusionment as the Indian watched his
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world grow smaller yet, and then was given up by even those who had previously 

been among the most zealous.

Wovoka, Messiah of the 1890 Ghost Dance

The aboriginal culture of the Northern Paiutes, especially those in the 

more remote valleys, was little disturbed by White contacts until the discovery of 

the Comstock lode at Virginia C ity , Nevada, in 1859. Within the following 

decade, however, prospectors had penetrated every part of Nevada. A wave of 

settlers followed the miners, especially after completion of the transcontinenal 

railroad in 1869. They introduced sheep and cattle which quickly reduced the 

native seed plants upon which the Indians depended for a livelihood.

The Wilson brothers, David, George, and William, were early settlers 

in the Mason Valley. In 1863 they settled on Paiute lands, without permission, 

and established ranches (Bailey 1957 : 22). Soon other settlers joined them, staking 

out claims on Paiute lands and hiring the Indians as ranch hands.

Reservations at Walker Lake and Pyramid Lake in the Mason Valley were 

established in 1874, but most of the Paiutes remained off the reservations and 

tended more and more to seek employment from the White men who had pre-empted 

their land.

Early Life

Wovoka, the originator of the Ghost Dance movement in 1890, was a 

fullblood Paiute Indian, born shortly after 1855 on the Walker River in Mason
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Valley. He was the son of Tavibo, mentioned earlier as an apostle of the Ghost 

Dance movement of 1870, and described by his son as a "dreamer" with super

natural powers.

As a young boy, Wovoka was employed as a ranch hand by David 

Wilson, who informally "adopted" the boy and gave him the name of Jack Wilson, 

which he retained all his life. As Jack Wilson, he associated freely with Wilson's 

three sons, and became the inseparable companion of the eldest, William. As a 

close friend of the Wilson boys, he was frequently a guest in their home and often 

ate at their table. From the Wilsons he learned to dress as a White man and to 

speak English. Mooney, who spoke with him through an interpreter, reported that 

he spoke only Paiute, with "some little knowledge of English." (Mooney 1896 : 771). 

Bailey (1957 : 25) calls it "a workable English."

According to Bailey (who derives his data from a member of the Wilson 

family), Wovoka was also present evenings and Sundays when Mrs. Wilson read 

aloud from the Bible, and he was there introduced to Christian theology and 

precepts and to the story of Jesus and His miracles.

While still a young boy, aping the dress, speech, and manners of the 

Wilsons, Wovoka was tolerated by the White community. But as they approached 

manhood, the Wilson boys turned increasingly toward White society, and Wovoka 

found it difficult to associate with them as freely as before. Inescapably, he was 

pushed back into the role of Indian ranch hand. Although he remained on friendly 

terms with the Wilsons, and continued to be employed by Wilson until he received
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his revelations, he no longer was "one oF the family."

Wovoka, too, was drawn more deeply into the life of his tribe. As the 

son of Tavibo, he was accorded somewhat more than ordinary respect among his 

own people, and was expected to. follow his father as a shaman. To enhance his 

prestige, he is reported to have resorted to trickery. On one occasion he is said 

to have prophesied that ice would Float down the river in the summertime. This 

prophesy was fulfilled with the help of the Wilson brothers who, at the appointed 

time, emptied a cartload of ice upstream (Ibid : 63-66).

Contact with Other Tribes

Bailey reports that as a young man, Wovoka joined a group of migrant 

laborers and worked For two years in the hop fields of Washington, Oregon and 

California (the area affected by the 1870 movement). At this time he came into 

contact with Indians of other tribes, and through them became acquainted with the 

Mormon faith and with the new Shaker cult of Squ-sacht-un, or John Slocum, 

which had spread throughout the area. (Ibid : 50-51).

Slocum, too, had been a common Indian until his conversion. He had 

been in contact with Catholic and Presbyterian missionaries who were active in 

the northwest, and incorporated many Catholic practices into his religion. Wovoka, 

according to Bailey, attended a household Shaker meeting and observed the 

"shaking" trances produced by hypnosis in a sick man (Ibid : 56-57).

A statement by DuBois may throw light on the possible significance of 

this period of Wovoka's life:
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Still another postwhite factor affected the spread of cult ideas. This 
was the exploitation of Indian labor in agriculture. The hop fields of 
Ukiah Valley drew Porno from the coast each summer. This brought 
them into more intimate contact than they had previously had with the 
inland Porno and their Bolo-maru developments. (Du Bois 1939 : 136)

- Beginning of Mission

It was probably in the year 1889 that Wovoka entered the deep

cataleptic trance which signaled the beginning of his mission. For two days he

remained in this trance state, so cold and stiff and lifeless that he appeared to be

dead. When finally he revived, he announced that he had visited heaven and

had received a revelation. There are discrepancies in the statements concerning

Wovoka's revelations; however, it has been established that he had several,

according to Mooney, who questioned Wovoka in 1892. The dance had been

given to his people about four years previously. At this time he was recovering

from an attack of scarlet fever. During an eclipse of the sun, which threw his

people into a panic, Wovoka fell asleep and was taken to the spirit world:

Here he saw God, with all the people who had died long ago engaged 
in their old-time sports and occupations, all happy and forever young.
It was a pleasant land and full of game. After showing him all, God 
told him he must go back and tell his people they must be good and 
love one another, have no quarreling, and live in peace with the 
whites; that they must work, and not lie or steal; that they must put 
away all the old practices that savored of war; that if they faithfully 
obeyed his instructions they would at last be reunited with their 
friends in this other world, where there would be no more death or 
sickness or old age. He was then given the dance which he was 
commanded to bring back to his people. By performing this dance 
at intervals, for five consecutive days each time, they would secure 
this happiness to themselves and hasten the event. Finally God gave 
him control over the elements so that he could, make it rain or snow
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or be dry at w ill, and appointed him His deputy to take charge of 
affairs in the west, while "Governor Harrison" would attend to 
matters in the east, and He, God, would look after the world above.
He then returned to earth and began to preach as he was directed, 
convincing the people by exercising the wonderful powers that had 
been given him. (Mooney 1896: 771-772).

Emergence of Wovoka as the Divine Messiah

Mooney makes this statement regarding the Messiah: "He /W o v o k a /  

makes no claim to be Christ, the Son of God, as has so often been asserted in 

print. He does claim to be a prophet who has received a divine revelation." 

(Ibid: 773).

However, it has been established that whether or not Wovoka called 

himself Christ, he allowed himself to be called Christ, and painted or otherwise 

marked his hands and feet to simulate the scars of the crucifixion. Moreover, he 

implicitly identified himself with Jesus when he asserted that he had come earlier 

to the Whites, but that he left them after they nailed him to a cross. He allowed 

himself to be addressed as "Our Father," the address given to God in the Lord's 

Prayer, which he undoubtedly had heard many times in the home of the Wilsons, 

and claimed that he had created the earth. He also claimed to know all the 

thoughts and actions of his followers. As a result of his own claims he became, 

in the minds of his followers, the living reincarnation of Jesus.

Mooney's own data provides evidence of this. The following is 

extracted from the account of Porcupine, who visited Wovoka as a delegate of 

the Cheyenne tribe in November, 1889.
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The people assembled, and Christ came among us and sat down. He 
said he wanted to talk to us again and for us to listen. He said: "I 
am the man who made everything you see around you. I am not lying 
to you, my children. I made this earth and everything on it. I have 
been to heaven and seen your dead friends and have seen my own 
father and mother. In the beginning, after God made the earth, they 
sent me back to teach the people, and when I came back on earth the 
people were afraid of me ajid treated me badly. This is what they did 
to me /_  showing his scars _ / .  I did not try to defend myself. I found 
my children were bad, so went back to heaven and left them. I told 
them in so many hundred years I would come back to see my children."
. . . H e  told us that all our dead were to be resurrected; that they were 
all to come back to earth; and as the earth was too small for them and 
us, he would do away with heaven and make the earth itself large 
enough to contain us a l l . . .

Further,

He said that if any man disobeyed what he ordered, his tribe would 
be wiped from the face of the earth; that we must believe everything 
he said; and that we must not doubt him, or say that he lied; that if 
we did, he would know it; that he would know our thoughts and 
actions, in no matter what part of the world we might be. (lbid:795-796).

George Sword, an Ogalala Sioux, also indicated that Wovoka identified 

himself with Jesus, quoted him as saying: "My father commanded me to visit the 

Indians on a purpose. I have come to the white people first, but they not good. 

They killed me, and you can see the marks of my wounds on my feet, my hands, 

and on my back (Ibid: 797).

Use of Fraud

A Messiah must, of necessity, prove his divinity, and Wovoka, too, 

was required to produce miracles to convince the skeptics. Mooney, who was 

convinced of Wovoka's sincerity, remarks that "he occasionally resorts to cheap
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trickery to keep up the impression of his miraculous powers." (p.773). Reference 

has been made earlier to trickery Wovoka employed as a young man to demonstrate 

his supernatural powers, and Edward Dyer, Indian trader and close friend of 

Wovoka's, recalls that on rabbit drives, Wovoka would deliberately drop a pinch 

of sand or snow into the muzzle of his gun, ram it home, and shoot his rabbit, 

pretending that he had no need of gunpowder (Bailey 1957: 126).

As Messiah, Wovoka repeatedly stressed that he was inviolate. George 

Sword quoted him as saying: "When the soldiers of the white people chief want to 

arrest me, I shall stretch out my arms, which will knock them to nothingness; or 

if not that, the earth will open and swallow them in . . ."  (Mooney 1896: 797).

According to his friend Dyer, Wovoka proved his invulnerability to 

death in a dramatic "miracle" witnessed by three hundred Indians, including 

delegates from the Sioux and Cheyenne: He slipped on a white shirt pointed with 

protective symbols (copied, Mooney believes, from the endowment garment of the 

Mormons). He handed a loaded shotgun to one of his followers, and ordered him 

to shoot at "Our Father." As his disciple fired point-blank at his chest, Wovoka 

bent over as though with the impact, and spilled a handful of buckshot at his feet. 

Of course, the Messiah still lived, and there was no hole in his shirt. Then, 

removing the shirt, he pinned it to a line and invited those present to shoot at it . 

When later examined, the shirt had no holes. As Bailey explains: "That there 

were no holes in it could be explained by the fact that a bullet propelled by a
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black powder charge would waft the flimsy shirt aside without penetration."

(Bailey 1957: 126-128).

The Ghost Shirt soon came to be a characteristic feature of the Ghost 

Dance among the Sioux and Cheyenne, contributing to the growing spirit of 

militancy in the Dance among these tribes. Discredited as a result of the massacre 

of shirted Sioux at Wounded Knee, it caused widespread loss of faith in the cult. 

After this event, Wovoka denied responsibility for the Ghost Shirt, claiming that 

it was never a part of the rituals among the Paiute (this has been substantiated).

But his demonstration of the bullet-proof qualities of the Ghost Shirt (if true, as 

reported by Dyer and Bailey) led to its acceptance by the Sioux and to the 

disaster of Wounded Knee.

Personal Gains

While the aboriginal shaman among the Paiutes was in a position to 

accumulate wealth through his fees, the social values of the culture did not foster 

this. Wealth tended to be redistributed through gifts to relatives, gambling, etc. 

There was no concept of the buying or selling of food or other commodities, and 

therefore shamans, though wealthier and more powerful than common men, 

necessarily pursued a livelihood in the same manner as they,

Custom to the contrary, there is no doubt that Wovoka did use his 

office to make a good living. Although he continued to work for the Wilsons 

from time to time, his wickiup was kept supplied with food by his followers.
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Mooney was told by a ranchman who knew Wovoka well that the Messiah 

once requested him, "to draw up and Forward to the President a statement oF his 

supernatural claims, with a proposition that iF he could receive a small regular 

stipend he would take up his residence on the reservation and agree to keep 

Nevada people in Formed oF all the latest news From heaven and to Furnish rain 

whenever wanted. " (Mooney 1896: 773).

Letters poured into Mason Valley asking For souvenirs, and the Messiah 

did a lucrative business in the sale oF magpie Feathers, red ochre paint From his 

sacred mountain, and articles oF clothing he had won. Edward Dyer, proprietor 

oF the local Indian trading post, kept a supply oF shirts and hats in Wovoka's size 

and aFter Wovoka had worn them a short while, mailed them out to tribal leaders 

in the east. "Established price For hats was twenty dollars." (Bailey 1957 : 180).

Julian Steward was told by the Owens Valley Paiute that when Wovoka's 

inFluence began to decline in Nevada, he visited Oklahoma, charging people one 

dollar to shake hands. (Steward 1933 : 322).

Appearance and Other Personal Qualities

Mooney, who met Wovoka when the latter was approximately 35 years 

old, described him as Follows:

. .  .he was a young man, a dark Full-blood, compactly built, and taller 
than the Paiute generally, being nearly 6 Feet in height. He was well 
dressed in white man's clothes, with the broad-brimmed white Felt hat 
common in the west, secured on his head by means oF a beaded ribbon 
under the chin. This, with a blanket or a robe oF rabbit skins, is now 
the ordinary Paiute dress. He wore a good pair oF boots. His hair was
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cut off square on a line below the base of the ears, after the manner of 
his tribe. His countenance was open and expressive of firmness and 
decision, but with no marked intellectuality. The features were broad 
and heavy, very different from the thin, clear-cut features of the prairie 
tribes. (Mooney 1896: 768-769).

Status of Wovoka After the Death of His Cult

The fpilqre of the millennium to materialize left Wovoka a discredited

Messiah. However, he was able to regain some of his earlier prestige through the

practice of shamanism. Park says of him:

Wovoka, the leader of the 1890 Ghost Dance movement, was well 
known in his later years as a shaman with unusually strong power for 
curing disease. At_the sometime, his counsel was often sought in 
other matters . . . , / Wovoka_j/was a powerful and influential figure 
among the Paviotso. He was held In high esteem by members of all 
the bands, and five years after his death, he was spoken of by nearly 
all Paviotso with admiration and respect. (Park 1938 : 67, 70).



CONCLUSIONS

Summary

A comparison of the biographies of these religious innovators of the 

nineteenth century reveals a number of life experiences which together form a 

common pattern.

First, before commencement of their missions, the future prophets, 

while not of the elite ruling body of chiefs, were nevertheless respected members 

of the community, holding positions of some influence and prestige.

Second, they arose from prominent families; all were sons or brothers 

of distinguished men.

Third, none was a novice in the religious profession; two had had years 

of experiences as shamans before their conversions, and the third, Wovoka, was 

the son of a famous shaman, expected to succeed his father, and had demonstrated 

supernatural powers as a youth. At least two of them, Wovoka and Tenskwatawa, 

had suffered severe illness and comas just prior to announcing their missions; and 

their recovery, like Smohalla's survival of his near-fatal accident, might well 

appear to the prophets themselves as well as to their followers to be truly a resur

rection from the dead, supporting their claims of semi-divine power and authority.

Fourth, they were, in at least two of the cases, acculturated individuals 

who had had more than ordinary formal education and first-hand contacts with the

94
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invading culture. They had traveled considerably beyond the confines of their 

tribal lands before their advent as prophets, and were bilingual to some degree.

It is not known whether Tenskwatawa had traveled outside the Ohio Valley area 

before his conversion, but he was an inveterate traveler afterwards. It may be 

noted, too, that his mother was Creek, a member of an alien tribe; thus all were 

acquainted with Indian cultures other than their own.

Fifth, all had had more than a little acquaintance with the Christian 

religion, and especially had been in contact with Shaker and Shaker-like sects.

In addition, all were male, all were about thirty years old at the 

commencement of their mission, and two were described as being unusually ta l l , 

the third as "undersized.11

Results

We may now consider an answer to the problem posed at the beginning 

of this study. In brief, I do not find that these religious innovators were "misfits" 

in their native cultures, as Barnett suggests. While none had previously held 

positions of great power, in terms of prestige and social status, they were not the 

dregs of their societies.

Neither do I find evidence that they were misfits in the psychological 

sense. The attempt of any individual to assume a position of leadership when the 

opportunity to do so is presented is itself a "normal" behavior pattern: normal, that 

is, in that it is pan-human and characteristic of all social animals. Moreover,
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anthropologists and psychologists are unable to agree on a definition of abnormality.

It is argued by members of the "Relativist School" that no trait can be understood, 

except in the context of the culture in which it occurs, that there is no absolute 

standard of what constitutes "normal" behavior. The classic statement of this view 

is found in Patterns of Culture by Ruth Benedict, who points out that on individual 

who is normal in one culture would be considered abnormal or neurotic in another.

It is evident that human behavior encompasses a great range, following along 

points of a continuum. At what particular point, then, does it become psychotic, 

or even neurotic? If it is to have any scientific valid ity, the definition of abnor

mality must be quantitative as well as qualitative, and the statistical concept of 

normality is that behavior is abnormal if it deviates from the central tendency of a 

given population.

What I do find is that the situation itself demands a leader, and the 

traditional leaders cannot cope with the situation. This creates a vacuum which 

must be filled if the society is to survive. The individual who steps in to fill the 

vacuum tends to have certain advantages over other possible candidates in matters 

of social standing, formal education, experience in religious leadership, and 

amount of contact with members of the invading race.

These findings accord with recent studies of leadership by Rose and Verba, 

who also find that in terms of education and range of experience, leaders are 

greatly superior to the led. Rose states, "groups are likely to select as leaders 

those who have the educational background, the vocational skills, and the status
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to make them effective leaders (1962 : 834-835). And Verba adds,

The generalized status that an individual brings with him into a group 
situation affects the probability that he will assume a leadership role.
Thus, in new groups assembled to deal with a specific task and without 
a formal structure of leadership, it has been found that status factors 
irrelevant to the task at hand such as male sex, high occupantional 
status, and high rank in a company has a definite effect on the amount 
of influence asserted by the group members and on the extent to which 
group members were chosen as leaders.. .  (Verba 1961 : 129).

Of course, three cases are not sufficient to give the findings statistical 

validity. Numerous histories must be analyzed and at the present time few are 

available. While numerous investigators (Barber 1941; DuBois 1939; Lantanari 

1963; Lesser 1933; Linton 1943; Mooney 1896; Nash 1937; and others) have 

provided a clear and detailed picture of the situational factors giving rise to 

millennial cults, few studies have been made of the individuals who initiate the 

movements. Nobody has as yet undertaken to make a systematic comparative 

analysis of the histories of charismatic leaders to examine their ancestry, educa

tion, early training, and other environmental influences which might distinguish 

them from their followers. Early research on leadership, as we have seen, focused 

on personal qualities of leaders; but results obtained from such studies were 

discouragingly nebulous and often conflicting. This does not mean, of course, 

that personal attributes do not play a part in the selection of leaders, nor does 

this dispose of the need to consider biological and psychological drives as hidden 

stimuli to which all individuals may respond, perhaps in varying degrees. But any

individual may respond to a number of hidden motives. We can study only the 

concrete manifestations of these motives, the historical facts.
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Implications of the Findings

Millennial cults, although they may be studied as isolated historical 

events, are not isolated phenomena, but present amazing similarities, as an 

examination of their doctrines shows.

Although cast in religious terms they are manifestly political as w e ll, 

since in non-1 iterate societies the religious and political spheres overlap and 

support one another. The phenomenon of the charismatic leader described by 

Weber (1947) is not limited to past history, but is as modern as the cargo cults 

of the South Pacific, as contemporaneous as the emerging nationalistic states of 

Africa. A case in point is that of Alice Lenshina of Zambia, who in 1953 

appeared in her village after a two-day absence and announced that she had died 

and had returned to life to lead her people. Breaking with the United Church of 

Zambia, she formed her own Lumpa Church, a blend of Christian and tribal 

elements, which in 1958 numbered about 100,000 members. The Lumpas, 

convinced that they held 11 passports to Heaven," engaged the government in a 

civil war that cost 6000 lives before their prophet was persuaded to surrender 

herself to government authorities (Newsweek, April 19, 1965).

The cross-cultural parallels revealed in this paper are interesting and,

I believe, important, for they indicate a fruitful field for future studies. If 

generalizations derived from comparative studies have any scientific valid ity, 

they must be applicable at any period of time to cultures of whatever complexity. 

Moreover, they must have a predictive value; it should be possible to isolate
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from the masses those few individuals who would become candidates for leadership 

in a given situation.

If the probable future leaders and innovators of mass movements can be 

Identified, it would be a realistic goal of applied anthropology to direct cultural 

change along constructive paths. This, of course, is not a new goal. The 

governments of the U .S .A . and the U .S.S.R. and other nations are presently 

actively engaged in educating the young intelligentsia of politically undeveloped 

states, but with a view toward orienting their sympathies, and possibly the future 

policies of their government, in the direction of the ideologies of the particular 

nations which nurtured them. It is interesting to note, however, that today, as 

in the nineteenth century, it is precisely those individuals educated in colonial 

government or mission schools who appear most likely to lead social protest 

movements against the nation which educated them.

There is a need for closer agreement with sociologists to form a theory 

of leadership applicable to all societies at all times. But such theories must be 

derived from field studies.

Thus the most profitable field of study at the present time would seem 

to be the collection of complete and standardized biographies to serve as a 

factual foundation from which a body of generalities may be extracted in the

future.
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